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An attempt is made in this dissertation at beginning a study of 
"generalized spaces" with the view of discerning some of the 
structure which sets them apart from other Banach spaces. A gener­
alized L space is taken to include not only the original concept of 
P
a space of equivalence classes of point functions on a sigma algebra 
relative to a countably additive set function, but the properly 
defined analogues on both a set algebra and a Boolean algebra. The 
point of view is adopted that an element of an space is a set 
function and this makes it possible to give a single definition for an 
Lp space defined on a sigma algebra, a set algebra or a Boolean algebra 
and which does not depend upon whether the function relative to which 
the Lp space is defined is countably additive or only finitely additive.
There are now at least two ways to define the norm and at the same 
time to provide a criterion for just which set functions make up a 
given space. The first uses a Bellinger integral and has been used 
by Bochner, Bochner and Phillips, and Leader while the second uses an 
integral representation which is due to Freudenthal and was later used 
by Kakutani in obtaining his representation of abstract L-spaces. The 
latter approach is chosen in this dissertation and the desired results 
established in chapters I and II. Also in chapter I a generalization 
of the Lebesgue decomposition theorem due to Darst is proved and then 
various criteria for determining absolute continuity and singularity 
are derived. It is also shown in chapter II that the first method 
mentioned and a third method due to Porcelli yield equivalent results.
iv
The classical spaces are observed to be but a special case of the 
third method. Further it is shown that if two spaces defined 
relative to different set functions on the same Boolean algebra are 
equal, then the spaces are all isomorphic and isometric, which is 
a generalization of a theorem of Porcelli and Connor.
In chapter III, the Boolean algebra of projections due to Bochner 
and Phillips, and Kakutani is defined and an isomorphism-isometry con­
structed between and the countably additive measures on this 
Boolean algebra which preserves the L norms. Thus any set of 
spaces may be considered, in so far as their structure is concerned, 
as being defined on this natural Boolean algebra. It is further 
observed in this setting, using a modified form of the Hildebrandt-
Fichtenholz-Kantorovitch theorem, that L is the bounded finitely00
additive set functions on this Boolean algebra. The remainder of 
chapter III is devoted to showing the uniqueness of the natural 
Boolean algebra.
In chapter IV the characterization is obtained of those subspaces 
of an Lp space which are one term of a direct sum and of the projec­
tion operators which they define. Further it is determined just 
which subspaces of an space are themselves spaces and the class 
of projection operators associated with these subspaces is defined 
and characterized.
a;
In chapter V methods are developed for studying separable 
subspaces of an space. A representation theorem due to Porcelli 
and a characterization theorem due to Halmos and von Neumann are 
then obtained as corollaries. Also it is shown that any closed
separable vector lattice subspace X, of an space, contains elements
h and k such that the smallest closed vector lattice subspace of
containing h and k is X. Then citing techniques due to Maharam, it
is discussed how a general L space may be studied using the methodsP
developed.
CHAPTER I
In his study of the extension of the Riemann integral, Lebesgue,
besides defining the integral which bears his name, identified a
certain class of Banach spaces now called the classical spaces.
As the concept of the Lebesgue integral was generalized, it was found
that it was possible in each instance to identify along with each new
definition of the integral, a definition for a generalized L space.P
An attempt is made in this thesis at beginning an organized study of
"generalized spaces" from the point of view of discerning some of
the structure which sets them apart from other Banach spaces.
In this thesis, a generalized L space will be taken to mean
not only the original concept of a space of equivalence classes of
point functions on a sigma algebra relative to a countably additive
set function, but the properly defined analogues on both a set algebra
and a Boolean algebra. Now while it is possible to consider an element
of an L space on a set algebra as an equivalence class of sequences P
of point functions, it is perhaps more fruitful to adopt the view
that an element is a set function and then a single definition for an
L space can be given which coincides for a sigma algebra, a set P
algebra and a Boolean algebra and does not depend upon whether the
function relative to which the space is defined is countably additive
or only finitely additive. The only difficulty remaining is to define
the norm and at the same time to provide a criterion for just which
set functions make up a given L space.P
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There are at least two ways of approaching this: the first uses
a Heilinger integral and the second uses an integral representation. 
The first method has been used by Bochner [3], [*Ol Bochner and 
Phillips [5] and by header [1*0. The integral representation is due 
to Freudenthal [9] and was later used by Kakutani [12] in obtaining 
his representation of abstract L-spaces. The latter approach is 
chosen in this thesis and the desired results will be established in 
chapters I and II. Also in chapter I, a generalization of the 
Lebesgue decomposition theorem due to Darst [6] is proved, which 
yields a decomposition of a bounded finitely additive set function 
into an absolutely continuous part and a singular part relative to 
some (not necessarily bounded) finitely additive set function and 
then various criteria for determining absolute continuity and singu­
larity are derived. It will also be shown in chapter II that the 
first method mentioned above and a third method due to Porcelli 
(unpublished paper) yield equivalent results. The classical 
spaces are observed to be but a special case of the third method.
A criterion is then given for comparing spaces defined relative 
to different set functions on the same Boolean algebra and it is
then shown that if the L, spaces are the same, the L spaces are allI p
isomorphic and isometric, which is a generalization of a theorem of 
Porcelli and Connor [17].
In chapter III, the Boolean algebra of projections due to 
Bochner and Phillips [5] and Kakutani [12] is defined and an 
isomorphism-isometry is constructed between and the countably 
additive measures on this Boolean algebra which also preserves the
norms. Thus any set of spaces may be considered, in so far as
their structure is concerned, as being defined on this natural Boolean
algebra. It is further observed in this setting, using a modified form
*of the Hildebrandt-Fichtenholz-Kantorovitch theorem, that L is’ CD
nothing more than the bounded finitely additive set functions on this 
Boolean algebra. The remainder of chapter III. is devoted to showing 
the uniqueness of the natural Boolean algebra and investigating the 
relation between a certain class of linear operators between two L 
spaces and mappings between the corresponding natural Boolean algebras.
In chapter IV the characterization is obtained of those sub­
spaces of an Lp space which are one term of a direct summand and of 
the projection operators defined by them. Further it is then deter­
mined just 'which subspaces of an space are themselves spaces.
A class of projections associated with these subspaces is then 
defined and characterized.
In chapter V methods are developed for studying separable sub­
spaces of an Lp space. A representation theorem due to Porcelli [16] 
and a characterization theorem due to Halmos and von Neumann [11] 
are then obtained as corollaries. Also it is shown that any closed 
separable vector lattice subspace X, of an space, contains two 
elements h and k such that the smallest closed vector lattice sub­
space of Lp containing h and k is X. Then citing techniques due to 
Kaharam [15] it is discussed how a general space may be studied 
using the methods developed.
Many of the results obtained in this thesis are not new, but in 
most instances the techniques used are new or are extensions of 
previous methods.
One thing which will be noted in the following is the similarity
of the results obtained for all the L spaces with the exceDtion of
P
the case p - 2. As is well known, L0 is a Hilbert space and hence
its structure is strikingly different from that of the other L
P
spaces. For this reason, no consideration is given to the analagous
theorems for the case p = 2.
In an attempt to make this thesis as self-contained as possible, 
a summary of some pertinent definitions, theorems, and observations 
is now listed. Any other theorem or concept cited without reference 
can be found in the standard works of Birkhoif [2], Dunford and 
Schwartz [8], and Halmos [10], Also in view of the extensive 
bibliographies available in each of these books, only a selected 
bibliography is listed.
Definition 1.1. Let X be a set and S a collection of subsets
of X; then (S,X) is said to be a set algebra, if
1) 9 e S (where 0 is the empty set),
2) E e S implies X - E e S, and
3) E e S and F e S implies E 0 F e S. If further
OD
for {E.}® such that E, e S for i = 1, 2, 3» • • • implies HE. e S, x 1=1 1 x
then (S,X) is said to be a sigma algebra.
Definition 1.2. Let B be a partially ordered set; then B is said
to be a Boolean algebra, if
1) x e B and y e B implies x fl y e B, where x H y denotes the
gib of x and y and also x U y e B where x U y denotes the lub
of x and y,
2) there exists elements 0 and e in B such that for x e B, 
x U 0 = x and x (1 e = x,
3) for x e B, there exists x' e B such that x fl x' = 6  
and x U x’ = e, and
k) for x, y, E e B, x U (y fl z ) = (x U y) fl (x U z). If 
further each countable set has a lub, then B is said to be tt —com­
plete and is denoted .
If the elements of the set algebra (S,X) are ordered by set 
inclusion, then S is a Boolean algebra. Therefore in this sense a 
Boolean algebra is the most general of the four types of algebras 
considered and for that reason further definitions will now be 
made only relative to a Boolean algebra.
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Definition 1.3. Let B be a Boolean algebra and h a real-valued 
function on Bj then h is said to be a finitely additive set function 
if 1) h(0) = 0 and 2) for x, y e B h(x) + h(y) = h(xfiy) + h(xUy). 
Let F(B) denote the set of all finitely additive set functions on B.
If there further exists a number M > 0 such that for all x e B,
|h(x)| < M, then h is said to be bounded. Let H(B) denote the
set of all bounded finitely additive set functions on B. If also 
for {x.}® , x, e B such that x, ,, < x. for i = 1, 2, 3» » » » andi i=l i i+1 — a
gib {x. I i = 1, 2, 3» . . .} = 9 it follows that 1 i m h(x.) = 0,
1 i -s-od x
then h is said to be countably additive. Let Hr(B) denote the
set of all countably additive sot functions on B.
Conditions 1) and 2) in the above definition of a finitely 
additive set function may be replaced by the single condition that 
if x and y are in B such that x fl y = 0, then h(x) + h(y) = h(xUy).
The bounded finitely additive set function 0 defined such that 
Ox = 0 for x e B is always in H(B). The existence of a non-trivial 
bounded finitely additive set function on a given Boolean algebra is 
easily obtainable as a consequence of the Hahn-Banach theorem and 
therefore H(B) is always a non-trivial linear space. Further Hff(B) 
is a subspace of H(B) but may be trivial.
Now in addition to its linear structure, H(B) is also a lattice 
under the following partial order.
Definition 1.4. Let B be a Boolean algebraj then define a 
partial order on H(B) such that for h^, h^ e H(B), h,? > h^ if 
for x e B, h^(x) > h^(x). Let H +(B) denote all positive h in B, 
i.e. h such that h(x) > 0 for x e B but h j- 0.
Further for h , h e H(B) define h U h0 to be the lub of hn1 2  1 u 1
and h if it exists and h 0 h to be the gib of h and h if it exists,
£• JL C XI I
Also for k e H(B) define k such that for x e B, k (x) = sup{k(y)| y < x}.
Then k+ e H+(B) U {o}. Similiarly define k” = (-k)1" and k = k+ + k”.
The following theorem shows that these lattice operations
are well defined and the next that H(B) is a distributive lattice.
Theorem 1.1. Let B be a Boolean algebra and each of h and h^1 c.
be in H(B), then both h U h and h H h exist. Moreover,-L £ X
hl U h2 = + h2 + (h^ - h"2)} and n h2 = 2 ĥl + h2 ” (h'l “ ^2^*
Further for x e B,
n n
(h U h )(x) = sup{£I max[h (x ), h (x.)] x = U x , x. n x = 9, i £ j}1 2 1 1  2 1 *  j~l 1 J
and
n n
(h H h )(x) = inf{£ min[h (x ), h (x.)] I x = U x » x D x = 0, i $ j).1 2 1 1  2 1 '  1 1  J
Theorem 1.2. Let B be a Boolean algebra and each of h^, h2 and h,?
be in H(B), then (h^ U h2) flh^= (h^ D h^) U (h2 n h^).
Corollary 1.2.1. Let B be a Boolean algebra and each of h^, h2
and h be in H+(B) U {0} such that h. 0 h = 0, then 3 — i £
(h^ + h2) n h^ = (h1 n h^) + (h2 0 h^).
Proof* Since by theorem 1.1, if h^ D h2 = 0, then h^ U h2 = ĥ  +h2
and (h^ n h^) fl (h^ H h^) = 0  which, in turn implies
(h_ fl h ) U (h fl h ) = (h.. fl h ) + (h„ D h ). The corollary then 1 3  3 f 3  ̂ 3
follows from theorem 1.2.
A definition is now given of a concept of continuity or atomicity 
of a bounded finitely additive set function and then a theorem stated 
which says that every bounded finitely additive set function can be 
uniquely decomposed into a continuous part and an atomic part.
8
Definition l.^. Let B be a Boolean algebra and h in H(B), then
1) h is said to be continuous or non-atomic if for e > 0, there
n _
exists (x. } . , such that. x. in B, e = U x. and h(x.) < e for v i i=l * l i ii-l
i — 1̂  2, . . .  n,
2) h is said to be purely discontinuous or atomic if for
h = h^ + h^ such that h = h^ + and h^ is continuous, implies h^ = 0.
Theorem 1.3. Let B be a Boolean algebra and h in H(B), then
h = h + h , such that c a'
1) h is continuousc
2) h is atomica
3) h + h - h, andv c a *
4) the decomposition is unique.
The appropriate generalizations of the concepts of absolute 
continuity and singularity for finitely additive set functions on a 
Boolean algebra are now defined.
Definition 1.5. Let B be a Boolean algebra, h in H(B) and 
k in F(B), then
1) h is said to be absolutely continuous relative to k if for
e > 0, there exists€ > 0 such that for x in B such that k(x) < 6
implies h(x) < e, and
2) h is said to be singular relative to k if for e > 0 there
exists x in B such that h(x) < e and k(x') < e.
Theorem l.*f. Let B<r be a O" -complete Boolean algebra, 
h in (Bg.) and k in (B^ ), then h is absolutely continuous 
relative to k iff x in Bj. such that k(x) = 0 implies h(x) = Oj
h is singular relative to k iff there exists x in B*-such that
k(x) = 0 and h(x*) = 0.
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The conditions given in definition 1.5 have been chosen as
appropriate to generalize the concepts of absolute continuity and
singularity to the case of finitely additive set functions on a Boolean
algebra rather than the conclusions of theorem 1.^. The results
obtained vindicate this choice in that the same general theorems
can be proved on the basis of this definition as can be in the
classical case with the additional hypothesis of theorem 1.4-.
A generalization of the Lebesgue decomposition of an
arbitrary bounded finitely additive set function into its absolutely
continuous and singular parts relative to some fixed (not necessarily
bounded) finitely additive set function is now proved. As
corollaries various criteria are derived to determine when a
bounded finitely additive set function is absolutely continuous
or singular relative to another finitely additive set function.
Theorem 1.5. Let 3 be a Boolean algebra, h in H (B) and
f in F(B)j then define for 0 < A  < od and x in B
(h - A f)+(x) = sup{(h - Af)(y)/ y < - » f(y) < ®}.
— +Now set h = lim (h - A f) and h = h - h § then s c s->> CD
1) h and h are in H (B),c s
2) h is singular relative to f,s
3) h is absolutely continuous relative to f, and0
h) the decomposition is unique.
Proof: 1) If A >  A*, then (h - Â f)"*" > (h - A f ) + and
therefore since h > (h - A^)+ > 0, h is well-defined and— - s
h e H+(B). s
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2) Now for 0 < A <  od and x e B
(h - Af)+(x) = sup{[h - A f](y) | y < X, f(y) < ® }
7
= sup{[l.im (h -/*f)+ - Af](y) j y < x, f(y) < ®  } 
y ®
= lira sup{[(h - Af](y) | y < X, f(y) < ® }
yu.-**® y
= lim sup{sup(h >/ui:)(y*) - ,\f(y) | y'< y < x, f(y) < ® } 
_M-i>® y y'
> lim sup\(h -/*.f)(y) - Af(y) | y < x, f(y) < ®} 
y
= lim [h - Ojl + A)f]+(x) = h (x).
/A.-**® S
Therefore h > (h - Af)+ > h or h = (h - Af)+ for 0 < A  < ao. S ” S ~  s s s —
But then for e > 0 and A  = 1, there exists y e B such that
(h - f)+(e) - (h - f)(y) < e or h (e) - h (y) + f(y) < e ors 5 S S
h (y') + f(y) < e and h is singular relative to f. s s
3) Now for 0 < A <  ®  and x e B
(h - Af)+(x) = sup{(h - Af)(y) | y < x, f(y) < ® }
c y c
= sup{h(y) - h (y) - Af(y) | y < x, f(y) < ®}
y s
< sup{(h - A f ) +(y) - h (y) | y < x, f(y) < ® }Sy
= (h - Af)+(x) - h (x) since (h - A  f)+ - h >0,s s ~
and hence (h - / f ) + < (h - Af)+ - h ♦ Therefore c s
lim (h - Af)+(e) = 0.
A -^® ^
Now for e > 0, there exists A  > 0  such thate
(h _ A  T)+(e) < e/2 and then for <S = -̂ -r- , x e B such that c e £
f(x) < <£ implies hc(x) - < (hc - A ef) (x) < e/2 or
h (x) < £ + A  f(x) < e and h is absolutely continuous relative to f. c 2 c
1 1 2  2 1 2  h-) Suppose h = h + h = h  + h , where each of h and hC S C S *  c c
1 2is absolutely continuous relative to f and each of h and h iss s
1 2  2 1singular relative to f. But then h - h = h - h , where thec c s s
expression on the left is absolutely continuous relative to f and
that on the right is singular. Now for e > 0, there exists e > 6 >
1 2such that x e B and f(x) < 6 implies (h - h )(x) < e ; but alsoC C
mm 2 1there exists y e B such that f(y) < 6 and (h - h j(y') < 6 .
_atB_aaâ M^ _  S
But then (h1 - h2)(e) = (h1 - h2)(y) + (h2 - h1)(y') < 2e or C C C O  s s
1 2  1 2  h = h and h = h since e is arbitrary.C C S 3
Corollary 1.5.1. Let B be a Boolean algebra, h in H (B) and 
f in F(B), then
1) h is singular relative to f iff (h - Af)+ = h for 
0 < A < ao , and
2) h is absolutely continuous relative to f iff
lim (h - /lf)+(e) = 0.
A -̂*00
Proof* 1) If h is singular relative to f, then h = h + 0 ,
and since 0 is absolutely continuous relative to f and the
decomposition is unique by the theorem, h = h and therefore
(h - A  f)+ = h for 0 < A  < ao. Conversely if h = (h - /lf)+ for
0 < A < oo , then h^ = lim (h - A f)+ = h and h is singular
A  -5>qd
relative to f.
2) Similarly if h is absolutely continuous relative to f,
then h = 0 + h and since 0 is singular relative to f and the
decomposition is unique, 0 = h = lim (h - A i) or
" s A -Xd
lim (h - hf)+(o) = 0. Conversely, if lim (h - ✓tf)'(e) = 0, then 
A "̂ OD A
h - h - 0 or h is absolutely continuous relative to f.
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Corollary 1.5.2. Let B be a Boolean algebra and each of h
4* 4“and k in H (B), then h is singular relative to k iff (h - k) = h.
Proof: If h is singular relative to k, then by the previous
+ 4*corollary (h - k) = h. Conversely if (h - k) = h, then
(k - h)+ = k since h - k = (h - k)+ - (h - k)” = (h - k)+ - (k - h)+,
or k > (k - /{. h)+ > (k - h)+ = k for 0 < A  < 1. But for 0 < /L < 1,
(^k - h)+ = jjk or (h - j[k)+ = h for 0 < /L < 1 and hence
h = lim (h - yuuk) . Therefore also by the previous corollary, h is
singular relative to k.
Corollary 1.5.3* Let B be a Boolean algebra and each of h
and k in H+(B), then h is singular relative to k iff h ("1 k = 0
or equivalently h U k = h + k,
Proof! If h is singular relative to k, then by the previous
corollary (h - k)+ = h and (h - k)“ = k or (h - k) = h + k. But
then by theorem 1.1 h D k = ^{h + k - ( h - k ) } = 0 .  Conversely
if h n k = 0 , then also by theorem 1.1 (h - k) = h + k or
(h - k) = h and h is singular relative to k by the previous corollary.
Corollary 1.5.^. Let B be a Boolean algebra and each of h 
4"and k in H (B), then h is absolutely continuous relative to k iff
lim (h fl nk) = h. 
n-^cn
Proof: If h is absolutely continuous relative to k, then
lim (h - nk)+(e) = 0. But then 
n -*>00
h > lim (h n nk) = lim ^{h + nk - (h - nk)+ _ (h _ nk)"} 
n n -3>®
= i{h - lim (h - nk)+ + lim [nk - (nk - h)**]} 
n-s*® n-s>0D
> ~{h + lim [nk - nk + (h fl nk)]} = ^{h + lim (h fl nk)}or lim(hflnk) -h. 
~ n-*a> ** n-»a) n-*><x>
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Conversely if lim (h 0 nk) = h, and h = h  + h  = h U h  is~ C s C S
the decomposition of h relative to k, then
h n nk = (h U h ) D nk = (h fl nk) U (h n nk) = (h n nk) U 0 c s c s c
absolutely continuous relative to k.
The concept of a projection of a positive finitely additive 
set function g, is defined and then that of a spectral decomposition 
relative to g. Further it is shown that if this spectral decomposi­
tion is *integrable', it defines a positive finitely additive set 
function.
Definition 1.6. Let B be a Boolean algebra and each of g and 
h in H+(B), then h is said to be a projection of g, if g > h > 0 
and g - h is singular relative to h. Let tt denote the set of all
2) lim gA+ e = gA for 0 < A < ao , 
e -*’0
3) lim gA = g and gQ = 0 
A  -5»ao
then {gA} is said to be a spectral decomposition relative to g.
It is possible to define a spectral decomposition on all the 
real axis or on the entire complex plane. However, the above 
definition is sufficient for our purposes.
Theorem 1.6. Let B be a Boolean algebra, g in H+(B) and {g^}
and therefore h = lim (h fl nk) = lim (h n nk) = h or h isc cn -i'CB n -s>05
projections of g.
Definition 1.7. Let B be a Boolean algebra, g in H+(B) and
g . in tt for 0 < A < ao such that A g
ao
be a spectral decomposition relative to g such that / X d g  (e) 
od + 0
then /AdgA is in H (B), where convergence is in variation
0
norm and jAdg^ is absolutely continuous relative to g.
0 âo .00
Proof: For x e B, y*dgA(x) < JA dg^(e) and therefore, if
0 ~ 0 nA + n ‘2,(x), then h e H (B). Further if h = £ 3  A(g, - g-. ), 0 i=0 1 \+l i
where A^ = 0, = l/2n, . . . »  = n j then 0 < hn < h^+1 < h
for n = 1, 2, 3» • • • and since lim (h - h )(e) = 0, then
n -**od
lim (h-h )(e) =0 and convergence is in variation norm, n n
Now for 0 </*•< ao
JD 00 00
[ //*dg - ̂ g ]  = [ /  (A -/WdgA] = [ /  (A -/W.)dg + / U  -/*)dg ]
0 0 0
■ yO oof 4-[ J (A ->*-)dg + y"(/\ -̂Oc).(ĝ - §J] .
Now since g 0 (g * - g ) = 0 for A  </*■< A* then/i ^ — —
— 5C- ao
[ /(A ->*}dg^] n [ /  (a ->»»)d(g^ - gj] = 0 . Therefore
0
[ fxdg - /Ag]+ = [ J  (A ->»)dgA] U [ f  (A -,x.)dgA] U 0  = /(/i 
0 0 -«*■ -'*■
But then lim [ iMdg ->tg] (e) = lim j (A -^dgXe) and
A  CD CD■(e) < CD, then lim / (/\-/x)dg (o) < lim M d g  (e) ~ 00 CD X  ,£
and therefore JAdg is absolutely continuous relative to g.
0 A
Now to show that the converse is true, let B be a Boolean 
algebra and g a fixed element of H (B). Suppose h is in H (B) 
such that h is absolutely continuous relative to g; then let g'A
and h^ be the part of g and h respectively, absolutely continuous
|t
relative to (h - Ag) for A >0, g =  g - g* , hA = h - h’ and
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Lemma 1.7.1. For A > A, £,)'> £* anc* hA'- *
Proof: If A* > A., then (h - A ’g) < (h - Ag) and therefore
(h - A'g)+ < (h - Ag)+. But then since g is the singular part of g' l~" 4
relative to (h - Ag)*",
+ 4" + 4“g , = lim [g -/*(h - A'g) ] > lim [g -^(h - Ag) ] = gA
A >>■-*'<» A*--**®
or g « > SA . Similarly hA« > .
Lemma 1.7.2. For 0 < A <  a> , (h - Ag)+ = h\ - Ag* .— A A
Proof: (h - Ag) = (h - Ag)+ _ (h - Ag)- = (h^ _ Aĝ ) + (h/t -Ag^)
where h^ - Ag^ is absolutely continuous relative to (h - Ag) and
h + 4 *h -Ag\ is singular relative to (h - Ag) . But (h - Ag) isA A
absolutely continuous relative to (h - A.g)+ and (h - Ag)“ is singular 
relative to (h - Ag)'*". But then the uniqueness of the decomposition 
by theorem 1.5 implies (h - Ag) = h^ - Agĵ  . We also note that 
-(h - Ag)“ = (h - Ag^).
Lemma 1.7.3* For 0 < A <  a> and <5 > 0, then
Proof: Sg > (h.. Ag)+ - (h - Ag)+ + Sg> (h - Ag)+ _ (h - (A + S)g) *
or <r g 2 h; . Ag; - h;+t + (a + J>)g;+k > (h; . h;+J) - Mg\ - g;+J).
4*Further h’ - Ag' = (h - Ag) > 0 and therefore the part of/i A — mm ^
h* - Ag' singular relative to (h - (/i+^)g)f is positive. ButA A
h - is singular relative to (h - (A + £)g)+ and hence also
h* - hx+i • Also ĥ |+j is absolutely continuous relative to 
(h - (A + i)g)+ and therefore h^ - h|+J is the singular part of h^ 
relative to (h - (A + i)g)+. Similarly the singular part of Ag' 
relative to (h - U  + &)g)+ is A(gJ^ - £j+j)» Therefore the singular 
part of h*; - Ag^ relative to (h - £*+ i)g)+ is h^ - hJ + 4 - A(gJ - SA+j,) 
and hence (h» - hJ + j) - A(gJ^ - gĴ+{) > 0.
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But then (h^ - hj^) > (h^ - hj»+4) - - gj+tf) > 0 and
therefore (h!̂  - ^
from which the lemma follows.
n
Lemma 1.7.^. Let e > 0, i \ )  such that A> -■ 0t
1 i=0 U
0 < A. . -A.. < e/2g(e) and (h - A. g)+(e) < e/2, then x«*l. i n
n n
h - Z Z / M s ' a  " S'- ) > 0 and [h - %Z?iAg' - g' )](e) < e
i=0 1 i i+l i=0 1 *i *i+l
where g* = 0.
A n+1
n
Proof: Since h ~ h’ , h = 5 (h1* - h’- ), where h’« ~ 0
U i~0 i ‘i+1 n+1
and (h.A j . hU w ) n >
( hV h V  -  A / e V  eV  -  2
for i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , n-1, then using corollary 1.2.1, 
n-1 n-1
[£I (h* - h» )] n ^4 -yg + Z Z  A  (s'. “ gVl } ^
i=o A i A i+i ^ e; i=0 i i A i+1
•■-h- > H a  (g-A - g-A > > o.
n i=0 i i i+l
n-1
Therefore h'_ + r—r— rg + Z T A  (s'- - S'- ) > h >
n SK i=0 i i i+l
n-1
H a  (s'a - g' ) + h» > o
i *i A i+1 n
and (h^ Z T A C g ’A . - ^  ) > h >
n n n i=0 i i i+l
n
T Z a (gj. - e'a ) > 2*i=0 i \  i+l
n
Therefore h - ZI A (g'a - g'a ) > 2 and
i=0 i i i+l
Ch * g,;,i+i):ite) 5 (hV  + 5i^ yg(e> - E '
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Lemma 1.7.5* {g^} is a spectral decomposition relative to g.
Proof: Since gA is the singular part of g relative to (h -Ag)+,
then e tt . Also for£>A, gy >  g* by lemma 1.7.1.
Now for 0 < A  < ao and & > 0, g/j+f - ĝ  > 0 and since 
g - > g^^" - g^ > 0 and g - gj is absolutely continuous relative
to (h -Ag)4 , then g^+j - g* is absolutely continuous relative to 
(h -Ag)+. Also for Q < JA. < m
“ gA “ -*&) J ~ tfy+i “ &A ~ ~ C* + *)g + f a  3
- ̂-sa+f " gA "  " (A + ^s)+ -/*5g]+
- " gA ~ >AJL̂ h “ C* + *)g) + 3+ -/A-fg .
But then
[g,+t ■ 8* - /*(h - *e)+]+ + /“-*e 2 C%*+* - 8a - /*(>i - +f )e)+f
2 eA+t - 8.
4*by corollary 1.5.1* since g^+{ is singular relative to (h - (a + £)g)
by definition. Now for e > 0, there exists /jl > 0 such that
[g - gA - M-e(h -Ag)+]+(e) < e/2 and then for 0 < £ < e/[2,ueg(e)]
(g^+f - %|)(e) < [g^f - gA - /Ue(h - Ag)+]+(e) + /^tfgCe)
< [g. - gA ~ M e(h -Ag)+]+(e) + e/2 < c
and therefore lim+ gA+g - gA for 0 < A < ao .
£ -*>0
Also for 0 < A <  ao since h - Agĵ  > hĵ - Agĵ  = (h - Ag) > 0,
then rh(e) > g'(e) or lim g'(e) = 0 and hence lim g = g .A  - A  X *
Theorem 1.7. Let B be a Boolean algebra, g in H+(B) and h in
■fH (B) J then there exists a spectral decomposition relative to g, {g^},
such that h = J^dgA iff h is absolutely continuous relative to gj 
0
moreover when it exists it is unique.
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Proof: From theorem 1.6, if {g^} is a spectral decomposition
of g and h = A ,  , then h is absolutely continuous relative to g.
Conversely, if h is absolutely continuous relative to g, then {gx} 
as previously defined is a spectral decomposition by lemma 1.7*5 and
OD ^
moreover, h =' fxdg. by lemma 1.7*^*
0
Now suppose that {k^} is a spectral decomposition relative to g
such that h = JXdk^. Then from the proof of theorem 1.6 for 0 </*.<<» 
0
at>
(h -p.gj* A *  -/jjdk and since k^is singular relative to
A*
ao +
-J*)d(kA - kfj) then k^is singular relative to (h - jj-g) .
But since g^ is defined to be the singular part of g relative to
Vi(h -jj.g) , then g > k^ for all jjl. Further since
r° h hh - h = J X  d(g; - k ) = 0, and g - k is left continuous, then for
all /x, (g^~ k )(e) = c a fixed constant. But
lim ^.(e) = g(e) = lim k^Ce) implies c = 0 or gh = k^ for all
,m.-x b  s*s>ao **
and therefore the spectral decomposition is unique.
Definition 1.8. Let B be a Boolean algebra, g in H+(B) and
each of h and k in H+(B) and absolutely continuous relative to gJ
ao ao . .
then define (h ©  k) = / V C * +/*>•) dg. n dg and
S O O  ^
ao ao h k h k(h o k) , = //(*/*■)&&* fl dg^ where {g } and {g^J are the spectral
g 0 0
decompositions of h and k respectively.
These two binary operations are introduced to relate the spectral 
decompositions of elements h and k with that of h + k and further to 
enable one to characterize the adjoint spaces of the Banach spaces to 
be defined.
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Let B be a Boolean algebra and each of g, h, and k a fixed 
element of H+(B) such that h and k are absolutely continuous relative 
to g.
Lemma 1.8.1. (h 0  k) = h + k .6
Proof: Let 0 = < /L < . . . <  ^  - and0 i n+i
0 = M-q < < . • • < then using corollary 1.2.1 repeatedly
n xti_ , » u. ,
tl + M)[(g, - g, ) n (e^ - s.. )]■=i=0 j=0 1 J Ai+1 i ^j+1.
£  £.A,Uel - il ) n < £  - 4 ) 3 *
i=0 j=0 1 i+l i 'j+l n
n_ m
i3>
L- -  g^ ) n (gk - gk )]
n v . m
H  A.C(g" - ei ) n £ T (g k - gk )] + 
i=0 1 ^i+1 *5 j=0 *3+1 *3
m n , v i
L- /jJ. ZZ (gA  “ S* ) n (g - g )] <i=o \ +1 \  M^+1
m
r  ) + ZZ “ Z ) < h + k .
i-0 1 Ai+1 Ai j=0 J ^ + 1
Therefore (h 0  k) exists and (h 0  k) < h + k .
Z Z ~
Now for e > 0 let 0 = \ < \  < . . . < /L̂ such that
O  - £ 1  )](e) < e/4 and 0 = / X < /u . < . . . < > »
i=0 1 \+l \  0 “  ^
m**l k k -such that [k - /+.(g - g )](e) < e/4. Now choose A  ,,> /t
j=0 J *3+1 ^  ^  n
h
such that (g - ̂ ^ H e )  < e/4myU.m and ^Sn+1 > -̂ Sn such that
(g - )(e) < e/4n/tn# But then
^m+l
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{(h + k) - (h ©  k) }(e) <g
n m
{(h + k) - 2 Z  + /**)[( gj, - s \ ) n (g* - gj' )]}(e)
i=0.j=0 1 J Ai+i \ '“j+l '“o
{h - - g ^ ) n Z T C s l  - g * ) ] } ( e ) +1=0 1 *i+l \  J=0 'l+l
m n , , , ,
{k - IIjjlI £T(sa - g2 ) n (g - g )]}(e) 
j-0 J 1=0 i+l 1 '“ j+l
or {(h + k) - (h ©  k) }(e) <
&
{h - ZT/^[(gj - ) n E* 3}(e) +1=0 1 i+l Ai >uta+l
(k El/algjj n (g* - g* )]}(e)
j=0 J n+1 >“3+1 ^
n-1 . h
{h - E I ; U ( g *  - Z, ) n g]}(e) +
1=0 1 i+l \
(ZT/i.CCg* - g “ ) n ( g - g *  )]}(e) +
i=0 i+l i '“in+l
m-1 , ,
{k - E I m ,[g n (g* - £)]}(e) +
j=o J *^+1 **3
m-l
( E T m j CCg - si ) n (g* - C ^ X e )j=0 0 n+1 >J+1
by corollary 1.2.1. Therefore 
{(h + k) - (h ©  k) }(e) <s
f + n^ n(g - g ^ ) ( e )  + m ^ m(B - g ^ ) ( e )  < .
or (h ©  k) = h + k . g
Now define a ” spectral measure” 0, on the Borel subsets of the 
first quadrant of the plane such that if ^  is the half open rectangle 
containing the points (x,y) such that A < x < A % and jjl< y < /U.' 
where each of Ay /C » /U and A '  is a non-negative number, then
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h li Ic ^0 ( A )  = (g^<- gA) H (g^*- gy.) . Extend 0 to the Borel subsets such that
for S a Borel subset of the first quadrant
CD CD
0(S) = inf{ U 0(A.) I A. a half open rectangle and S c U A.) .
i=l 1 1  i=0 x
Further for 0 < Ct< cd , define g^ = 0(S#) where = {(x,y)|x + y < o().
Lemma 1.8.2. {g^} is a spectral decomposition relative to g .
Proof: Since
CD CD
g* - 0(3*) = inf{ U 0(A ) | a half open rectangle and Sc< c u A }  , 
i=l i-'l
CD
then g - g. = sup{ U 0( A. ) j A. a half open rectangle and A. 0 S^ = 0}
i=l 1 1  1
and g - g^ is a projection of g or g^ e n * Also since for cC > ,§
S*, then g^<> g*. The fact that {g^} is left continuous
follows because is closed and for some integer n the half open 
n
rectangles U A  must also cover S* and also for some 6 > 0 
i=l 1
n
S<., ► c U A .  or lira g* = g^ . Further since 0 of the whole positive 
+ i=i 1 <f-?>o+
quadrant is g, then lim g^ = g and also g = 0. Therefore {g^} is
ei -»*<d
a spectral decomposition relative to g .
Theorem 1.8. Let B be a Boolean algebra, g in H+(B) and each of 
h and k in H+(B) and absolutely continuous relative to g; then the 
{g^} as previously defined is the spectral decomposition of h + k 
relative to g .
Proof: It suffices to show that (h @  k) = Jctfdg,* since by
g 0
lemma 1.8.1, (h ©  k) - h + k and by theorem 1.7 the spectralg
decomposition is unique. But from the definition of the spectral.
n n
decomposition {g^} - g^ ) = E l  < 0 ( 2 *  - %. ) or
i=0 i+l i i=0 i+l i
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n n
F Z ^ A g "  - g* ) = El*. sup{ U 0( A,) | /S. c S* - S ^ }  but for
i-0 1 i+l i i=0 j J J \+l 1
^ c s « - s«  » if = w  i »*.) » > 0  then a + /A >  CX.i+l i  ̂  ̂ J J J
n .05
and therefore ^  < (h ©  k) or jc( dg^ < (h ©  k) r .
i=0 i+l i £ 0 k
Moreover, it can be shown that it is equal.
+Theorem 1.9. Let B be a Boolean algebra, g in H (B) and each 
of f, h and k in H (B) and absolutely continuous relative to g such
that, (f o h) , (f o k) and (f o (h ©  k) .) .. each exist̂  theno 2 E C
(f O h) ©  (f o k) = (f o (h e k) j  .O O O to
Proof: If for 0 < (i< a> , = {(x,y) | :cy < |&} and
g^ = 0(T^), then {ĝ } can be shown to be a spectral decomposition 
relative to g and moreover to be the spectral decomposition of the 
product (ho k) .CU
Then
CD CD ~ , CD CD _ ,
(foh)g © ( r o k )  = n dgjB /jVdg* n de!L
0 0 ^  0 0
® A  (f»k)= ^ d g xrt'w/g &
= f°JM ̂ ) d g ^ h)E n dlf-kh
0 0 r
00 CD CD f h k
= / / 1 n d e n  dg0 0 0  - * ^2
= n = (f 0 (h © k) Jr-’0 0 s s
4* 4*Theorem 1.10. Let B be a Boolean algebra, g in H (B), h in H (B) 
and absolutely continuous relative to g and c > 0, then the spectral 
decompositions, {g^} and (gCJ 1}, of h and ch relative to g are such
that gi = for 0 < 7L< ao .A C vi —
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Theorem 1.11. Let B be a Boolean algebra, g in H (B), each of 
+h and k in H (B) such that each is absolutely continuous relative 
to g and (h o k) exists, and c > 0, then 
(cho k) = (h © c = c(h ® k) .2 6 O
CHAPTER II
Definition 2.1. Let B be a Boolean algebra and g e H+(B); 
then for 1 < p < cd , define
L (g,B) = {hj h e H(B), h absolutely continuous relative to g P
00 r »Pa Aand ^ PdgA(e) < cd }
and further define
L (g>B) = {h J h e H(B) and there exists M > 0 such that 0 < h <Mg).
In defining the I, spaces only positive g need be consideredP
since a 'natural* definition of L (g»B) will lead to L (g,B) = L (g,B)P P P
for arbitrary g. Therefore the study of the spaces relative to 
an element of H(B) is contained in the study relative to an element 
of H+(B).
It is also possible to define L (g,B) for 0 < p < 1. TheP
elements of such an space, however, can no longer be taken to be
elements of H(B) but are p-summable spectral decompositions relative
CD
to g (i.e. {g^} such that ^ Pdĝ j(e) < a) ). With this definition
the results of Day [7] and other authors are obtained using methods
similar to those used in this chapter. In particular, it can be shown
that for 0 < p < 1, L*(g,B) is total over L (g,B) iff g is atomic.P P .fNow let B be a Boolean algebra and g be a fixed element of H (B).
When no confusion will arise Lp(g,B) will be written ^(g).
Theorem 2.1. For 1 < p < cd , L^(g) is a Banach space with
the norm ||hllp = {^^dg^e)}1^.
2A
Proof: Let h. and h. each be in L (g), then 
______  ®  CD r> r  <t> r  ,r
0 < hx + h2 5 + h2 ~ a1 0 dĝ  ~ ^ idgT̂  2
by theorem 1.8, and using reasoning similar to that used in its
proof and a modified form of Minkowski's inequality 
00 r— r;—  / CD -r ,r
</.pdg>+h2(e)}1/p < < / » V l +h2(e)}1/p
0 0
= { / / U  n dg^2(e)}1//p
0 0 * ^
< { / ^ Pd^ n  dg^2(e)}1//p + dg^1 0 dg^( e)}1^
°r hi + h2 e LP(g) and ii hi + yip - iiyiip+ nyip* Further f°r c
a real number and h e L^(g),
od — T , j ®  n K l /
{^UPdg^ < [ e ) - J cj { dg^(e)} by theorem 1.10, and therefore
ch e L (g) and ||c hll = |cl|lh|! • Hence L (g) is a normed linear space.P P P POD
Let p = 1 and suppose a gaucBy sequence in L^(g)
CD ___________  _
such that j| h^ - di+]|ll < 1/21. Then + N  “ ^1 exas^s»
i=l x
k^ e H+(B) and convergence is in the L^ norm. Also
_ cd   +
(hi - h ^  + £  ̂ hi+l " y  “ ĥi+i " = kp exists» k2 e H andi=l
convergence is in the norm. But then lim ^  - k in the L
i -5>od
norm and L^g) is complete if ^  - k^ = k is in L^g). But for 0 < /(< a 
||k - h^! = (|Ck - Ag) - - Ag)!^ > {(k - Ag) - (h. - Ag)}+(e)
> (k -Ag)+(e) - ( ^  -Ag)+(e) 
or || k - l-nlli + (hi - Ag)+(e) > (k -Ag)+(e) and since
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lim (h. - Ag) (e) - 0 , then lim (k - Ag) (e) < |\k - h.||̂  for ail i
X yi -*Kf} 1 ~
or lira (k - Ag) (e) ~ 0 and k e L,(g) by corollary 1.5.1.
A ~*KD
For p 1 and h e L (g)
<a> r  / <* t-  ̂ 1
llhji = {[A dg.(e)} ' P > { /"/)dg (e)}[g{e)]J,“p using a modified form 
P 0 0 *
of Holders inequality and J|h||̂  > Jj h|J, [g( e) ]'L”p . Then if is
a Cauchy sequence in L (g), it is also one in L (g). Let h - lim h.
p ' i -ixxs
where convergence is in the L norm. Mow for 0 < M < oo and i an
integer
< < A pd«fp^c«)>1/p ♦
M
< M p { jAdg “ 1(e)}L !’ + H'n.ll
0 p
M h " 1or { //iPdg .(e)}'L/p < lira Hh.il and hence L e L (g). Further 
0 A i-*® 1 p p
/rap, h-hi, \\l/o , ; f p, h-hi/ \>l/p , ?°,pj h-hq, \\l/o{JA dg. i { jAFdg (c) / '* + \ J A dg (e)} •*. Low
0 0
let N be such that i, j > N implies |l)r - '* ;Hp < e/3 and Mjj .> 0
such that { (e)}^p < e/3 . Then
iJ
iih - h N lL i  { £ V ^ G i " hN ( e ) } 1 /p + { / > p d g ^ _ h N (e)}“ ^pu r 0 A M *° nN
S (J V d g ^ e ) } 1^  + f j V d g ^ ' C o ) } 1^  ♦ 6/3
< M̂j ^— lih - hr jj j + lihi - hNJ<p + e/3 and taking the limit
as i -*• cd , then II i> - hHUp < e and ^(g) is complete.
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Theorem 2.2. ^(g) is a Banach space with the norm
Proof: Let each of h. and h„ be in L (g), then1 2 CD ° ’
0 < ^  + h2 < ^  + h£ < U h ^ g  + l l h ^ g  or ^  + h2 g (g) 
and | l + ĥ ll̂  < + ^2^x> ’ ^-so ^or  ̂e  ̂(g) an(i c a rea-
number such that c f- 0, 0 < c"h = iclh < * cl UhIĴ  g , therefore
oh e L (g) and || c h il < |cjj|h|l, but similarlyUJ UL? \JJ
UMl^ = 1 C W)|| 3, < (Cjli0 hM o 0r ^ChUoD " Therefore
l^g) is a noriaed linear space.
Now let {h.}.'0., bo a Cauchy sequence in L (g) such that1 I'-l * 1 Qp'.fc.V
|| hi - <r- l/d1. Then similar to the proof of theorem 2.1,
CD
Ik + 5" (h. - h. } ~ k, e L (g) and conver.-ence is in the I- norm.X 7~“, l+i l X CD ' ®
1=1 _ ®  ________
Also k2 - (hx - hx) + E { ( h i+1 - h.) - ( h ^  - h.}} exists in Lj ;;)
and convergence is in the L norm. Rut then lim h. = k, - k„ and®  . i 1 2
convergence is in the L norm or L^Cg) is complete.
Now a lemma is proved showing that the projections of g necessary 
for the integral representation of an element of L^(g) may be 
uniformly approximated in the L^ norm by the projections of g in B 
(i.e. g where x is in B such that for y in B, g (y) = g(xfiy)).X
This lemma will be used in characterizing the adjoint spaces of the
L spaces for I < p < cd . Although the proofs used will be structur- p
ally the same, the case 1 < p < ® will be handled first and then the 
case p = 1.
This lemma also provides the connection between the simple point 
functions on a set algebra (which correspond to the projections of g 
belonging to B) and the integral representation necessary to prove 
lemma 2.5.1 which is due to Bochner and Phillips [5] and yields with 
the necessary additional hypothesis, the Radon-Nikodym theorem.
Lemma 2.3.1. Let h in L*(g), > suc  ̂that :: 0,
> /L^ for i - 0, 1, 2, . . .  , n-1 and e > 0, then there
exists {x. }.r‘ such that x. in B, x. = 6, x. > x.,1 1=0 i 0 i+l— i
(&. - )('•) •' e and (h » /iig)+(e) - (h g)(e-xi) < e for
^ i i
i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , n.
Proof: Since (g - g^ ) is absolutely continuous relative to
i
(h -/Lg) f (cf. the remark preceding lemma 1.7.1 and theorem 1.7), 
then for e/2 > 0  there exists ̂  > 0 such that for x e 8,
f  v »(h - A. g) (;c) < 0. implies (g - g2 )(x) < e/2. Let
X
£  - min[e, . . . , Now since g is singular relative
to (h - ̂ g ) + there exists ŷ , yQ - e, such that, g (y. } < S/Zn
and (h - /L. g)^(e-y. ) < <f/2n. Now let 0 < z. < y. , z ~ e, suchi ' i i — i. o
X
that (h -/l.g)f(e) - (h -A.g)(z.) < S/n. Now if x! = .U z. then i x i  i j j
Xq e, x£ e B, x£fl < x» and (h - Ag) (e) - (h - /t,g)(x!) < 0 <
or (h - /Cig)+(e-x!) < & and this implies (g - )(e-x?) < e/2.
n n
Further g (x*) < g (y.) < E-. (yJ < «/2 and therefore
Ai 1 j=i. i J j-i Aj J
 ̂t N f  \  X 1Theorem 2.3. For 1 < p < ® , L (g) = L (g), where - + ~ 1 .P Q P '‘I
^ ^ -J*
Proof; If 5i £ L fg), then 0 = 0 - 0 where each of 0 and 0p .
is positive (i.e. for h e Lp+(g)» 0 (h) > 0 and 0 (h) > 0) . Then
let 0 be positive and define for x e B, h(x) •= 0(gx) * Then h e F(B) .
Now since 0 < g < g, g, is absolutely continuous relative to g.'“* x ~* X
Further the spectral decomposition of g_ is g - 0, g - g - g forX v/ *"* X
0 < A < 1 and g^ - g for A  > 1, because this is an integrable
.n
spectral decomposition such that ’ jAdf, ~ C and therefore by
n A x 'CD 2,/r- >, /
theorem 1.7 is that of g . But then II g 11 - (J A Pdg .(e)) ' ** ■- [g(x)]“x .v P Q
and therefore for x e B, h(x ) 5 11 011 Cg(x) and h c H (B) .
Now for £ > 0 if ̂ - (e/ ||0ll)̂  "■ 0, then p(x) <  ̂ implies
h(x) < s and h is absolutely continuous relative to g . Let
(ĝ ) be the spectral decomposition of h rclot'ive to g.
If x e U, then for a fixed /i, 0 < A <  od , g . - g < g/i X
and j/ĝ  - gxllr) < 11 g - gxU1 since the spectral decomposition of
2-i - £ ts constant for > 1. But for c 0, by lemma 2.3.1,X
there exists x. e B such that || ga - g . II < min[e, c/A ] and 
Ae A 'A 1(a
II h*. - Ag* - h, v + A  g/ Jl •. < c . Therefore 11 h - h ll , < e a ' (e-x ) ^e"x^ ' i x,\ x
G £ G
and H p < e an'̂ this implies
0(g) = lim 0(g ) = lim h (e) = h.(e) for 0 < A  < o> .
e -*0 xa  e -*0 *A Ae e
M . M .
Now for M > 0, 0( Ldg,) < Mil «jA4 deJ or
0 0 1
M M
//^"^(g^) < 110H {j A^g^e))"^ and using lemma 1.7.3,
M M , M , M , /.J Xqdg (e) < J/\q" dh (e) = J Aq~ d0(g ) <11011 { J Xqdg (e)} 'P 
0 A 0 0 A (T *
M M , /
and if f A qdgA(e) / 0, {jAqdg (e)} q <l|01l independent of M.
0 0
But then h € L+(g) and II h 11 < 0 .q q -
Now for h e L+/' -,) and k e L+(g) define <T(h)(k) - (h 9 k) (e)B ‘" P G
Then using a form of Holder’s inequality
0 0  ®  h  \r0-(h)(k) -- (h 9 k) (e) = {{ jA w>dGA n dg^(e)
s 0 0"
CD CO , , , / CD OD , . , /
< {(( dgj(e)} "/q{( J X*jupd-A n dg^)(e)} ,p
iihHq likllp or cT(h)(k) is well-defined and bounded and
J.
by theorems 1.9 and 1.11 is linear. Therefore O’ (h) e L ’(g).P
Now if /  is the map from L *"(g) to Fq(b) such that 
/ (0)(x) -- 0(g „) -or x e B, then / is linear and norm-decreasing.A
 ̂ -f- , ' A4*Also u is linear and norm-decreasing from L.(g) to L (g). Let 
4*h e L (g)t then for x e B q
yV[<^(h)](x) ■= ^(h)(gY) = (h ° g )ff(e) = h(x) since
A X  o
q> cd , ,
(h <» g ) (e) = ( f//ittdg H dggx)(e) = ( J Adg 0 g )(e) x g  0 * x
= (pid gjj)(x) = h(x)
0 *
/
because for g* e and x e B, (g’ H Gx)(e) - g*(x). Therefore /
. 4* A 4.is the identity from kq(g) k^(g). Further let 0 e Lp’(g)j then
for x e B (T [ 7*(0) ](g ) = (7'(0) * gJ„(e) r: /*'0)U) = 0(g ) andA A  tj A
since the g are dense in rr in the L norm by lemma 2.3.1, then V X o P
is the identity from I, (g) to (g). But then ^(g) = La(g).
Theorem 2.̂ . L,(g) = L (g).X CO
4̂. *
Proof: Let 0 e L '(g) and define h(x) " 0(g ) for x e B.X X.
Then h(x) < 1(01^11, = 11011 g(r) or h e L^g). Let '/ be the map
from L^^Cg) to L+ (g) such that / (0) - h. Then T  is norm-decreasing 1 CD
and linear.
For h e L^Cg) and k e L'(g), define CT"(h)(k) - (h ° k)^(e).
Then CT’(h) is well defined and linear and
and therefore Cf*(h) when extended to L1(g) is in L,(g).
Now similar to the last proof both / 0 and 0*’/ are the identity 
*and hence L, (g) = L (g).
If the Boolean algebra is further assumed to be a set algebra, 
then it is possible to define the L spaces in another manner. Indeed,p
this is the way Lebesgue originally defined the L spaces on the unitP
interval. The elements of the L space are viewed as enuivalenceP
classes of p-surmisable functions when g is count ably additive and is 
defined on a sigma algebra or as equivalence classes of p-sequertces 
of simple functions on a set algebra. Since both cases are included 
in the latter, this definition of an L^ space will be given and shown 
to be equivalent to definition 2.1.
Definition 2.2. Let (S,X) be a set algebra, g in H*(S,X) and
1 < p < cd ; then f is a simple point function on (S,X) if
n  ̂,
f = 2Zc. where E. e S and jC is the characteristic function. . l b ,  ii-l 1 1
of E. J (f.} is a p-sequence of simple funcUons relative to £ ifi
lim ( |f. - f ,|pd.g ~ 0; and
i, j-®>0D X 1 J
jĈ (g) = {Cii\ } j j {fj, } a p-sequence of simple functions relative to g
where [{f.}] = {{h.} j {h. } a p-sequence of simple-
functions relative to g and lim I jf - h.l'lig - 0
i -*>® X 1 1
where ||[{f }]JJ ~ lim f |f.| Fdg .
1 V i "̂ cjd X 1
Now let (S,X) be a set algebra and g a fixed element of H' (S,X)
-L
Lemma 2.5.1. Let h be in H (S,X) such that h is absolutely
continuous relative to gj then there exists (f„}r,f , a sequence of
simple functions, such that if for E e S, h^E) = j^dg, then
ĥ  e H+(S,X) and lim IIh - h |J, - 0$ moreover for p > 1, h e L (g)
n-*-o> n J"
iff lira Hh - h || = 0.
m, vr&<x> 1
Proof: Let {ĝ } be the spectral decomposition of h relative to
g. Then for n an integer there exists { such that ^  ~ 0,
n m
[ A d g ,  - £ A < « S l  ’ «*>300 * V/2'"- and0 i-Q i+i i
n m ,
[J/lndg - 21 ̂  “ &. 5 ]U) < l/^""". further by lemma 2.3.1,C A i=o * Ai+1 *i
there exists {p. such that F. c F. .v iJi=C x i+l
) - i / L g / p  v \U(X) < l/2nfi and
i=0 1 *i+l i i^O 1 'Fi+1 " - ij
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m
But then if f
r» — i /  ~~l f- - F.)> a"d hr/'Ei :'>'t.de for * * S>
then lim |Jh - h = 0 and if h e L (g), then lim ||h - h IP 
n -?we> n x p n -S“flD R p
implying lim J'.h - h U “ 0. If lim l{h - h |) - 0, thenn m'p ■ *' n m"pm, r r,,rr^w
{h } converges to something in L (g) which must be h. ThereforeT: p
h e L (g).P
Lemma 2.5.2. Let k be a simple function and K in H(3,X) such
that for E e S K(E) = ( k dg, then K e L (g) for 1 < p < a>
E p
and IlKlJp = (j |k|pdg)1/,p.
X ri ;u
Proof! It is possible to write k ■- c. 21 c. ILr,™“ •*, + H. . \ * H-L &  • • . ** 1- .\~.L i -î n+l i.
where E. HE. =6 for i f- j and c. > 0. Theni j 10 i
{ lklpdg = J t £ i c X E ~ 21 c, 'Xg 1 PdS
X X i"l i i=n+l * "i
= ( I <L = Zl j l ^l^g ■ Z l  c pg( E. ) or
*X i d  a' i iv:l E. i -'li
( / l M Pde)l/P = ( t  =, Pz(\))l h .
JX i=l 1 1
' m -vNow since K(E) = J ( 21 c./.*, )dg, then the spectral decompositionT”i T ^E 1=1 i
—  yifor K is given by g = g„ for c, . < A.< c., ■ assuming
r ^  i. —  jl “  1.
0 < c, < c_ < . . . < c and F. = U E g ! 5  — 0 and gK. -= gx 2 m i . j 0 — °J=1
for /t > c . But then ~ m _
IlKjlp = (̂ ,PdgJ)l/p - (ZT c: Pg(Ei))1^P -■= ( klpdg)l/p and K e Lp(g).
If it is not possible to so arrange the c.’s, then the sameX
holds* only the notation must be changed.
3-'+
Theorem 2.5. For 1 < p < oo , /^(g) = ^p^'*
Proof: Let 0 be the map which takes a simple function k to the 
set function K. If the simple function k is identified with the 
equivalence class containing the sequence each term of which is k, then 
0 can be regarded as a map from (g)-to L (g). Now 0 is linear and
an isometry by lemma 2.5.2. Further by lemma 2.5.1 the range and
domain of 0 is dense in L (g) and *£p(g) respectively. But since 
B (g) is complete by theorem 2.1 and »£> (g) is complete by the nature 
of the definition, then 0 may be extended to an isomorphism-isometry
or Zj,<S> S
Corollary 2.5.1. For 1 < p < ao , ^(g) is a Banach space.
Corollary 2.5.2. For 1 < p < cd , id* (g) = *^(g) where ^ + - - 1.
Now there are two ways of defining jC^g), one to be uniformly 
bounded 1-sequences of simple functions and the other with the aim of 
showing = i^g). Both definitions are given and the lemma
shows their equivalence.
Definition 2.3. Let (S,X) be a set algebra and g e H*"(S,X); 
then define
1) ~ {[{f^}] | {f̂ } 1-sequence of simple functions relati
to g and lim[sup |f. (x)| ] < cc } 
i x
and l|[{f.}]|L - inf lim[sup]h. (x)| ];
1 ®  {h.} e [{f.}] i x 1
2) 'fJ \g) = }] I {f } p-sequence of simple functions relative
cd i i
  r I
to g for p > 1 and lim lim (J |f.| ̂ dg)p < cd}
p -»o> i -*><£> X 1




Lemma 2.6.1. Let h e  fi L (g) such that lim'ilhil < then- D _ Dp > 1 P p-^CC P
h e L (g) and UhlL " lim ilhil .
<P 00 Pp. ~r>ao
Proof: Let h e  n L (g) and lim Ilhil < ®. Suppose that if
p > 1 p p^-ai p
c - , - r^)(e), then for N an integer there exists m > N suchn v °n+l un v ' *
that c f- 0. But U hit = ( (Apdĝ ( e)J n c 1//p for all p orm p q A n
lira 1| h|| > lira n c ~/p ~ n. But then lira IJhll ■- ® which is a
p -i>® P p n P ~Xn P
M r
contradiction. Therefore h = J/ldg^ or h e. L^g). Let be
0
the smallest number such that g -- gj then Ilhil^  cd
Also Tin A^g^e))1^  < lira ̂ [-(e) ]l/p - = UhU^ or
p-?>CD 0 p-^CD J
lim Ilhil < llhU^. For M 0
p “S’OJ p
/ Ph ~yO. sincelim ( f*° A PdL!(o))1//p > lim ̂ [(g^ - g^'e) ] '
P -*<B d P / 0
(g 1 - g i){e'1 fi 0 or lim ll h U > i| h H and therefore lim llh|l -- |lh|| .
w  P-*a> p " *  p-^® p ^
Theorem 2.6. g) = ^ g ) *  H C(fi / ]il(JJ - and
.̂̂ (g) - s).
Proof: Suppose C{f^}] e /^(g)* then if for E e S
h(E) = lim i f.dg, then if M - lim[sup ff^x)! ] |h(E)| < M g(E) 
i -*x» J E 1 i x ~
and h e L (g) but then by lemma 2,5.1* [{f-}] e ^,*(g). AlsoCD .1
IlhU^ < M, but again by lemma 2.5.1 it. is possible to find a sequence 
{kj e [{fjH such that lim[sup [k^x); ] < Uh or U t ^ } ] ^  = l|h|ia
T V"
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Now suppose [{f.}] e £*(g), then if for E e S h(E) = lim f f.ag,
1 ®  i -ske E 1
then h e  H L (g) and lira ||h|| < od . Therefore h e L (g) and
p  > 1 p-i>OD P
hence [{fX/J e or Z ^ g )  = Z ' ^ g ) .  Also from the definition
(I[ 'r. ;]|| = U[{f.}]J|' . Also the function 0 as in theorem 2.5 in anJi CD X CD
isomorphism-.} sorcetry.
Corollary 2.6.1. Z  (g) is a Banach space.co
Corollary 2.6.2. jL,(g) = CjLg)»
a. <Jj
Now a third method of defining I.- spaces on a Boolean algebra 
is provided with the defining of the Bellinger integral. This
approach is due to Bcchner [3]* and has also been used by Bochner
and Phillips [5] and Leader [lh], A lemma is first proved and then 
this definition is shown to be equivalent to the first.
Definition 2.5. Let B be a Boolean algebra and g be in H (B);
then for 1 < p < od and h in H(E) define
ficlgl dg = S U p ^ E l  P »g(̂ i)l1-P I e > u x. n x. 0, i / j}
0 cwhere — is taken to be 0 and — , for c > 0, to be cd and
Ap = {h| h e H(B) and j" |~| dg < cd } where ||h||̂ = ( j” dg)^1'.
Let B be a Boolean algebra and g be a fixed element of H+(E) such 
that g(e) =1.
Lemma 2.7«1» 1-et h be in H’*’(E) and 1 < p < od , then the 
following are equivalent:
1) there exists M, 0 < M < od , such that j" |^| "dg = M, and
37
CD £
2 ) h is a; so':1 oit, cor.tinuous relative to g and ^*A^dg^(e) <  cd .
0
Moreover ■ ) A a L*A(e).
e *"
Proof* (1; -**(<-) Having as suae:.- - = od for c > 0, then for
x g B g(x) = 0 implies h(x) = 0. Moreover, for e > 0, if x e B
P 1
and 0 < g(x) < eP-1 KV X, then / h(x)lp |g(x) | ̂  < M or
ih(x)l < leCxJ^P-^P < e or \h(x)| " e and h is absolutely
■continuous relative to g.
Now let e > 0, A  > 1, ( A. /. nn sue!; that sL •• 0, n ii -0 t)
A?.-, - A? •' e/l2g(e) and { ))(e) <•
' 1 0 i-=0 ■ i+l i
Mow set f - Min{(cA - g” )(e) | (g'̂  - ĝ  }  ̂0} > 0.
1 i+l i i+l
Let S > 0 be sufficiently snail that A, > 2 ib /« and
( Ai+i + i~ ) p - ( A t - ~ ) P < e/tg(e). Then from lemma 2.3/
follows the existence of {x. } .h n such that x. e B, •- 0,i i~0 i 0
V i 2 1 ’ 4 b ,  ’ 4. i,nplies h + i " v  < 4  • t . )(e) < ■‘"t? d s ?j..+" -l. I 1. X i;
and (h -A.g) (e) - (h - A. g)(e-x. ) < $ . Then letting x. ,,-x. denote1 1 X J. +*J. 1
/— ("x. Hx? , and recalling the definition of (h - ,ng) ,ITI 1 1+1
(h -Xltlg)+(x.+ r x.) - (h - A i+1g)[Ui+1-xy n(c-X.+:i )] < S or
(T. . X +1g)U.+1-x,) < (h - A +1g)+(x,+1-x.) < { and
X. ,,g(x. ,,-x. ) + £  > h(x. ,,-x. ). Also since i+l i+l i i+l i
(h - Xg)*’(xi+1-xi) - (h - ̂ gJCCx^-Xj^) n (e-x^] < <J then
38
(h -Xg)(x.+1-x.} > - 6  or
^ i+1S(xi+i-xi) + 8 > h(x. f.i-xi) > /̂ ig(xifl-xi) - cf . Now for i
such that g(x. ,,-x.) j- 0 i+l i '
su i+1 + > u i+1 - ^ - p r > )P 2 h(Xi+l"Xi)
i *" xX G>\ •AtS
- K + r V
5









• gj )U0 -
i+i Ai i=o
and summing for those i’ such that g(x.+,-x. ) /■ 0,
i d  A ? (gj - (e)  E l A ?  g(x - x j |  < J ?  2ne/8n/lP <  f./4
-  * X 1 0 * 1+vL 1 n n
IE  x ?  e t ^ i - V  - E  lK(xi+1-xi)lP le(xiti-xi)l1‘pl -i* i*
ix^.x") I le(xi+l*xi!l s E(o) = Tt
I b M M  - £ _ l h ( x  ,-x )J P |g(x_. ,-x )j 1_p| < e. But then 
0 * i~0 ' 1 1
: [ J l r de
< OD .
(2) ■**(!) If h is absolutely continuous relative to g, then
CD ^
h(x) = J/idg (x) where g is a projection of g and this implies 
0
that for x e B such that g(x) = 0, then h(x) - 0. Now for {x^}^ 
such that x^ fi Xj - 8 for i f- j and g(x^)  ̂0,
21 Ih(xi)| P lg(xi)|1”p = £  ij^dg;^Xi ^ P iqde^(xi^ll-p
< El lj/lpdg^(x.)[ < f/^dg^e)
i=l 0 0 A
( . i s r * £ p PdeA(e
( dhlP ®   ̂ hThen combining inequalities j dg - ^A^dg^(e).
by a form of Holders inequality and therefore
-uT» P P
Theoi*em 2.7. A  (g) = I (g) for 1 < p < <x> .P P
Proof: Ey lemma 2.7.1, for1 1 < p < ® , /[ (g) - L (g) as aP P
subset of H(B). Moreover, also by the lemma, the norms are the same;
therefore A  (g) = I- (g).P P
Corollary 2.7.1. For 1 < u < cd A  (g) is a Banach space.P
Corollary 2.7.2. For 1 < p < od A p(g) = A^c)»
•'L u  ̂ 1wnere — + — -- .P Q
Now suppose each of g1 and g is defined on BJ the following
theorem shows that g is absolutely continuous relative to g? iff
L. (g.) cz L. (g„). It is then shown that if L, (g, ) - L, (g„) then 1 1 1 2  jl x 1
for 1 < p * , L (gj = L (r). This is proven in the classical - — p i  p 2
setting using the Radon-Ni kodym theorem as follows! if A^(g.p) 
then there exists a point function f such that - j'f dgQ and
lvol'
i
1/pg0 = j ̂ dg, f then if h is a poi.nt function in A,(2-,)> ^ien F»f ^ J i 1 p .L
is in A  (g~) and moreover this mapping is a positive isomorphism- P ^
i some try from A  (g-,) onto A(g„). (A mapping A is called positivepi. P C
if h > 0 implies Ah > 0.) A generalisation of this mapping where 
2!p(g) is defined on a set algebra relative to a finitely additive- 
set function has been obtained by Porcelli and Connor [1?]. The 
mapping exhibited in theorem 2.9 reduces to one of these with the 
additional hypothesis.
■'iO
Theorem 2.3. Let B be a Boolean algebra and each of g, and gI c.
In H+(B); then g is absolutely continuous relative to gj. x
iff L ^ g J c l C ^ ) .1 X 1 £
Proof: If L, (g,} c- T,, (g?), ther. in particular g., e L,(g2) 
and by definition 2.1 g, is absolutely continuous relative to g0.
Now assume g, is absolutely continuous relative to g and 
h *: L, ( g. ). Then h is .absolutely continuous relative to g, and si is reX X
0 ‘ - + *(g, - 2  C': - then by
corollary 1.5.1, h is absolutely continuous relative to g0 and hence 
h L (p  ̂ or T■ f" N ~ I \X X  X L X
Corollary 2/11. Let B be a Boolean ■! johra and each of g,* u
and g, in H+(P); then L. (g. ) - L}(g,) i "  g is absolutely
£ X -i- 1.(1 }.
C’ontinuous rolvtivo to £ and is absolute!;, :oid.innous relative£. X
Theorem 2.9* Let B be a Boolean algebra, and each of
in H+(B) such that L,(g.) * U(s,)» th e. for 1 < p < <n , thereX -i. X — —
exists a positive ioonoruhi sm-isome try from T. (g, ) onto T,_(g ).
c. |1)
Proof: Fix p such that 1 < p < •.» an! L:fV . 0 from L*( J- )' p p
to l+ U 0 ) such that for h in L+(g), if k - f ^ d g *  , thenP <- P o I
r * !r- k0 (h) •= J A  dg , . Now 0 is norm-prenewing, homogeneous and 
P O o P
n
moreover, is obtained by reversing the roles of g., and g .• p . , 2
Therefore 0 is one-to-one and onto.P
Mow 0 is also a lattice isomorphism, i.e. 0 preservesP P
lattice operations. Let each of h, and. be in L..(ĝ ' sxich that
h > h ; then k = JU fd e^ > [A?dg'*2 ~ since g‘lj > gh^
1 - 2  1 0 r  0 1 1 1
for 0 < A. < <d and
0p(h-,) “ > J X ^ ' d g ^  ~ or 0_ is order-preserving.
Similarly tiT*" is also order-preserving and therefore 0 is a ' p P
lattice isomorphism. Further If h, and h- are in L (g.,) thenC p a
h, is singular relative to h , iff h  ̂h - 0 by corollary 1.1.3
-*■ .L *i,
iff 0 (h,) .1 0 (h0) •- 0 iff 0 (h.) is singular relative to 0 (h„).P 1 P p ■ p
:n
Mow lot k. and be; in L*(^, ) such that kn ™ c. g? and
''"2 . ®i where each of g* and g»* is a projection of go,;
8, r othen there exists {{'."}. D, , each g. a orejection of g, , such that■ 1 X —  L 1 i
g./ P g°. ■■ C for i 0 j and » {d?}^ such 1:
r‘ _ -r‘
k\ ■■= f Z C  g° and k = F"d! gT’ . But then ♦ 1 1  2 1 1 -L-'.i
0 (k, + k : - 0r(£l(c! + d*)g°) ■= £Z(c! + d')0 (g°)p i  a u 1 1 1  . J. i. p i1 « i i - J -
lu
D ' 0  (gl + C d ! 0  (g°) - 0 (k7) +
i=l 1 p x i~l p k '
0 (KjP o
0 . is linear on simple functions.P
Now let each of h. and h„ be in L (g,) and e > 0; then there1 x. p x
exists such that ifi i--0
k i = t  1 - >  - 1  -  k / i < d . + v  d . ' ’ t1=0 1 1+1 i 1 1=0 L 1+1 1 1
u  = £ ; w « hj  - «** > - 1  c  - n  >J i=o 11 i i+i l i  ̂ i=o 1 ri+i ri
J^k^ - < e/2 arid -11̂  - k,„||̂  < e/2. 3ut then
0 (k, + k0) - 0 (k,) + 0 (kj > 0 (h) + 0 (h,,)P J* J P  ̂ P J P P
ki,. then
> 0 (k?) + 0n(k. ) > 0 (k0 + k, ) andP r P *"*
kZ
V kl * k3) - 0P(hl + h2; - 0P(k2 + V  °r
f y h  + k3} - V k2 + V  - [fp<hl + h2' - W  - V h2)] - 2‘
Bat since 0 is linear on simple functions and k., > k„, k_ > k, ,
p 1 - 2 3 ~ ^
then e > ||k - k \\ + Ilk - k, || = 110 (k - k )ll + 110 (k - k )||“ 1 2 p 3 h p p i  2 p p 3  2 p
2 WpCkj. - k,) + 0p(k3 - kpiip = + k3; - op(k2 ♦ k(!)i|p
2 + h2) - 0p(h1) - 0p(h2)llp or
0 (h + h„) ~ 0 (hP) + 0 (h ) and 0 is linear.' p i  2' V  1' V  2 P
-  fNow for h in L (g^), h -■ h - h where h is singular relative
to h~. Therefore if 0 is defined on L (g.,) such thatP P 1
0 (h) = 0 (h+) - 0 (h") then since 0 (h+) is singular relative p rp rp P
to 0 (h“), 0 is an isometry. Therefore 0 is a positivep ’ p P
isomorphism-isometry from L (g,) onto L (g?).p x p c.
Now the identity function suffices for 0, and if 0_ is the J ' 1 CD
adjoint map of 0T\ then 0 is a positive isomorphism-isometryJ- CD
 ̂ A
from onto Lj^); i.e. Ljgp) = (S1) (So) = LJ-o2).
Corollary 2.9.1. Let B be a Boolean algebra and each of g.
and g in H (B) such that g is absolutely continuous relative to g0
and g^ is absolutely continuous relative to g^, then for 1 < p < cd
V 6! 5 ° lp1s2k
CHAPTER III
When an L space is defined relative tc a set function g on P
a Boolean algebra B, the natural projections of g relative to B, 
in general, are not sufficient to give the integral representation. 
This will in fact be the case unless g is countably additive and B 
is or-complete relative to g. This introduces an unwanted degree of 
arbitrariness in the relation between L (g) and the Boolean algebra 
on which it is defined if one is only interested in the structure of 
L (g). To eliminate this we will show that it is possible top
consider the projections of g as a Boolean algebra. This
’Natural Boolean algebra11 of projections is due to KakuLani [12]
where he used it to show that an abstract L-space is equivalent
to an space relative to a regular Borel measure on a compact
Hausdorff space and to Bochner and Phillips [5] where theorem 3.1
is established.
Theorem 3.1. Let B be a Boolean algebra and g in H*(B)j
then tt is a flT-complete Boolean algebra, g
Proof: It follows immediately that tt̂  is a distributive
lattice with the partial order of definition l.L. Now if each of
h_ and h i s  in tt , then g > h, U h > 0 and1 2 g * & - 1 2 ---
[g - (h1 U h2)] n U h2) = {[g - (h1 U h£)] n h-̂}
U {[g - (hx U h2)]  n h2)
< [ Cg - hx) n h1] U [(g  - h2) n h£] = 0
by theorem 1.2 and definition l.L. But then by corollary 1.5.3*
h, U h and [g - (h, U h„)] are pairwise singular and h. U h0 is in tt 1 2 w J. c
Further ti is closed under the complementation h' - g - h since h
is in n by the symmetry of the definition of projection, n is S S
therefore also closed under gib since h1 D h0 = (hj U h*}' for
-u d. £L
h. and h„ in n . But then n is a complemented distributive lattice-*■ 2 S g
and further for h in tt , h f: g = h and h U 0 ~ h; therefore tt isg “ g
Boolean algebra.
Now for {h.}.135-, such that h. in tt for i > I, the sequence1 i/i=l i g - ’ n
n
{ H „i is a decreasing sequence of set functions bounded below 
i=l
n
by £. But then if for x e B, h(x) = lim ( fl h.)(*)» h is well
n-*>OD i=l
defined. Now since for each i, h < h., then h is a lower bound of
the set {h.}.05-. Let k be a lower bound of {h.}.05. J then h U k l i=l :/x=l’
n
is a lower bound such that h < h U k, But 0 < h < h U k < H rn
n
for all n. Now let n be large enough such that [( fl h.) - h](e) <
i=l 1
Then [(h U k) - h](e) < e for all e > 0 or (h U k) - h -- 0 and
h > k. Therefore h is the gib of the set {h,}.a\. Further— ° ' a/i~i
g > h ^ > h >  0 or g > h >  0 and (g - h) is the limit of ar:
n
increasing sequence {g - fl But theni=l
+  11 4.
C(g - h) - h] > lim [ (g  -  n hn) -  h]
n -5*0) i=-l
n n n
> lim [(g - n hn) - (1 h^] > lim [g - 0 tw] -
n-is>QD i-i i~i n-s>a> i=l
or (g - h) is singular relative to h by corollary 1.5*2, h e its
and tt is a CT-complete Boolean algebra.
Now to avoid confusion, we let rr denote tt when it is beingC g
considered as the "natural Boolean algebra” and the elements of
rr as A , , where h is the element, of n . TNote B -T- A T .  g h g 0
+Let B be a Boolean algebra and g a fixed element of H (B).
A mapping 0 will now be defined from L,(g,B) onto Ĥ (tt ) whichi S
will be a positive isomcrphism-isometry* It then follows that 
H ^ ttJ = p  (0(g}» n ). Further it will be shown that for h in
L (g,B) for 1 < p < a> , 0(h) is in L (0(g), n ) andP “ P C
llhll -- U0(h)|j .
Lemma 3.2. Let 0(g) be the set function on tt, such that
L>
for A h e tt_ 0(g) (A, ) -- h(e)J then 0(g) e rl£(n ).
Proof: If A  and ^  in n such that A. 0 A, 0, thenh., g n, n?
0(g)(A, U A  ) =• (h, U h )(e) ~ h, (e) + h0(e) -• 0(g) (A. ) + 0(g)u*i j. .k. a rt'». L A  X
or 0(g) is finitely additive by the remark following definition I.
TgAlso for A^ e tt 0(g)(A^) - h(e) > 0  or 0(g) c
Now if {A ) is a sequence in tt such that A, > Ah. i-l n g h. - n.,-,i u i i+i
03
for i > 1 and D A^ = 8, then lim 0(g)(A^ ) - lim h.(e) - 0( 
i-l i i ~>w i. i -*>co "
|, mm
or 0(e) is count ably additive and 0(g) e H^rr ).s
Now extend 0 to L|"(g,B) such that for k e L^(g,B) and
2°A, e tt 0 ( k ) ( A , )  {JXd(g^ 0 h)} (o). Further for k e L,(g,B)
« B 0
define 0(k) = 0(k+) - 0(k~) where k = k*" - k~.
Ivo
Theorem 3*2. 0 is a positive isomorphism-i someti*y from
onto ^(rr ).
Proof: Now from theorems 1.8 and 1.10 it follows that 0 is a
homomorphism from L.(g,B) to I{(tt?). Further if for k s L, ( C.B)L> -*■
and k - k+ - k~, h is the part of g absolutely continuous relative 
to k+ , then 0 ( k " ) ( ^ h ) = 0 and 0(k+ ) ( A frT h j) = 0, or 0(k+) is 
singular relative to 0(k“)» But then
0(k)+( A r) i- 0(k)~(A,,) “ 0O<' )(A, ,)  '■ 0Ck_/(A,..)u O Lj O
: 0(k)(A„)  - 2(e) or 0 is an inometry and therefore
positive i somo rphi sm- i some try into d(rr.). Further for k s L-(g,3),
o
[0(k) - A0(g)]+( A r) - 0[(k - <*g)+ ]( A.) - (1: - ^ ) +(e) oro CJ
lim C0(k) - /£0(g)]‘( A J  = 0 and 0(k) is absolutely continuous 
<A-X» g
_ CD
relative to 0(g). TIoxv for A ,  e tt such that 0 A  - 0 and 
1 ̂  h. g . - n.3. 3 ~X i
A -  > A  for i > 1, lim 0(g)(A ) r; 3 by lemma 3*2. . Also 
ni it-1 “ i-X» i
for e > 0 there exists £  > 0 such that for A h e rr̂ , 0(g)(Ah ) A
implies 0( k) (A ) < e and hence dim 0(k)(A, ) ~  0 or 0(k) s i-T(J.(tt ).
n i -Xd i “
Therefore 0 is a positive xsomorphism-isometry from L. (g,B) into H (nj.
*• b
To show that 0 is actually onto HVtt ), let M* e h1,(tt ) andQ g /  » S
define k c H (3) such that for x e B, k(x) = / M  A  ) NOW
suppose k is not in L^(g,B)j then there exists e > 0 and (x.}. 




Set h - U g ; then h e tt and h (e) < l/2n“' . But since
n i=n Xi n g n
hn > Sx * k' V  - €» °rn ‘ n bx n<x>
lim ) — c / ^ut ^ ~ contradicts the
n n n-1 "n
fact that ^  c H (tt ) and therefore k e L (g, B).s -c
Now for x e B,
oo , CD ,
0(k)(AT ) - { rXd(gA n g )}(e) - (] AdgA)(x) ~ k(x) ~ ) or
0 x 0 bx
0(k)(& ) = u*( A  ) for x e B. Mow for 1̂, e it , by lemma 2.(3,1, Ex ✓ gx h g
f > ODthere exists \x./. , such that x. e B for i > 1 andv jl a -
C» CD
( h - g  }(e)< 1 / 2 Then 0 U g -- h and hence
xi n=l i-n xi
0(k)(^h> - yUl( ) in as much as 0 is an isomorphism-isometry
into H„(tt ).* g
Corollary 3.2.1. II (tt ) = L (0(g),n ).T g 1 g
Proof! In the proof of the theorem it was shown that for
k in L^(g,B), 0(k) is absolutely continuous relative to 0(g) .
or H^tt ) ~ 0(Ln(g,B)) c L, (0(g),rr ). Moreover from the proof of the
theorem it also follows that k in L . , ( 0 ( g ) , T T  ) such that k is1 E
absolutely continuous relative to 0(g), k is countably additive
or L, (0(g),it ) c J^(tt ) and the corollary follows.•x* g g
Corollary 3*2.2. For 1 < p < cd , 0 is a positive 
isomorphism-isometry from L^(g,B) onto ..bp(0(g),Tr̂ ).
Proof* By the preceding corollary and theorem,
L^(g»B) = L̂ (0(g),rr ), where 0 is the map. Therefore for k e L*(g,B)
*♦8
^ k k k/id0(g^) and since S^(e) = 0(g^)(Ag) then
II klip = {(^Apdg*)(e)}1/p = {CjAPd0(g^)](^E)}1/p =10(k)llp where
each side may be infinite. Therefore k e L (g,B) iff
0(k) e Lp(0(g),ng) and J kl^ = U0(k)Up. Also since Mg - k > £
iff M0(g) - ^ k T  > 0, then k e 1 (g,B) iff 0(k) e L <(0(g),n )UL/ sJJ K
and ii k it , ii0(k)i{ Therefore 0 is a positive isomorphism-isometry<P CD
from L fg,B) onto L (0(g'',rr ) for 1 < p < rr> .p .D» pw v “' * g
Corollary 3.2.3. L (g»B) = L ( 0 ( g ) , r T  ) = H(tt ).
“ J CD CD ’ g g
Proof; The left hand side follows from the preceding 
corollary. The right hand side is a generalisation of t.he 
Hildebrandt-Fichtenhola-Kantorovitch theorem. For 0 c L (0(g),n ),CD g
0 defines an element y x  of H(tt ) such that for e rr̂ ,
= 0(0(h)). Further yu- in Hfrr^), defines an element 0
of LQD(0(g)>nE) such that for 0(k) e Lj0(g),n^)
UkU
0(0(k)) - dy*j(A^). Then using the techniques of theorem
it can be shown this correspondence is a positive isomorphism-isometry
from Lj[0(g),n ) onto H(n ).£ £
Now unless g consists of finitely many discontinuities or atoms,
the natural Boolean algebra tt will give rise to uncountably manyg
ultrafilters and therefore (g,B) = L^g,B) = N(ti ) will
contain uncountably many pairwise singular elements, and hence will 
not be an L space in the sense previously defined.
(Me and 0(k)
LV 9
The question of the relation between the family of Lr spaces 
and the natural Boolean algebra will now be investigated. It will be 
shown that if two natural Boolean algebras are equivalent as lattices, 
they give rise to the same family of L spaces in the sense of an 
individual isomorphism-isometry for each p, 1 < p < cd , and conversely 
that two equivalent families of spaces must have equivalent 
natural Boolean algebras. Further it is observed that a single 
isomorphism-isometry suffices iff the map between the natural Boolean 
algebras is measure-preserving. Within this development a generaliza­
tion (theorem 3•i'-) of a theorem due to Banach [1] and Lamperti [13] 
will be proved.
Definition 3.1. Let each of rr and tt be the natural Boolean
ei s2
algebras of g, and g^ respectively; then tt is said to be
51
L-isomorphic to tt if there exists an order-preserving one-to-one map 
s2
0 from tt onto tt .such that '0~^" is also order-preserv4 'g.
Let rr and tt be two fixed natural Boolean algebras of g 
el B2 x
and g„ respectively such that 0 is an L-isomorphism from tt onto
el
tt . A map 0 from L (g0,rr ) onto L ( g  .tt ) will now be defined
e2 1  ̂ S2 21
such that 0 is a positive isomorphism-isometry for 1 < p <  cd from
b (g_»n ) cnto L (0(go),TT ).P 2 g2 p'r'u2 "  g1/
Lemma 3*3.1. There exists an element 0(g„) in L, (g, ,tt ) such<- i f Si
that for A h in tt̂  , 0(g,)(Ah) =
Proofs Define for A  in tt , 0(g) (A,) -■ go(0(A, )). Now
for G in tt , 0(£„)(©) - g_(0(O)) ~ 0. Now the fact, that 0 and 0“^
gl
one-to-one. onto and order-preserving implies for A  and A v
hl ll2
in n , 0 ( A  n A  ) = 0(A, ) n 0 ( A  ) and
ca ni 2 i 2
0(A, u A, ) - 0 ( A  ) U 0 ( A  ). But thenn *, n n -t n ̂i. a
y)(gJ(A. ) + 0(go) ( A  ) = go(0(A )} t £.(0(AK >)A n - ,  a a n-r a h0„i. a
= go(0(A. ) U 0(A, )) + c„(0(A. ' n 0 ( A- nn n 0 c n.
• \ »  + n 
** ( A h, U A h„! + 11 A .  !X A 1 A
and 0{g„) is finitely additive or 0(g ) is in H(n ). Now for (A.
(1 ni
_ co
such that A. in tt for i >  1, and H A  - G, then n-i Si ” n.
CD CO
n 0(A, ) = 0( n A  ) - 0(e) = G and hencei h. . t h.-1 ■ xJ. ~~.L
lim 0(go)(A, ) :: lim g„(0(A. )) ~ 0 or 0(go) is countably
i. “5*00 i i *̂*cd hi
additive and therefore 0(g?) is in ) •- L,(g.,,TT_ ).* S-\ •*- -Li. j.
Further note that for A, in tt such that A  0 6h h
0(g2)(Ah) ' g.,(0(Ah)) 0 o since 0 ( A h) 0 8. But then is also
absolutely continuous relative to (̂ctj' i^eoreiTj I*'1*
Lemma 3»3»2. There exists a map 0 which is a positive
isomorphism-isometry from L (g_,n ) onto L (0(go)»rr̂  )P 2 P o-|
for 1 < p < ® .
Proof: Let 0 be the niap svich that for k in L (g-,>tt ) and
A  in tt , 0(k)(A, ) = k(0(A, ))• But then it follov/s that 0 is h ĝ  n n
one-to-one, linear and for k in L*"(g0,n ), the spectral1 u Gp
decomposition of 0(k) is given by {0(g*)}. Bow sine-
(L
;;!Mk)i! Wl^kTU. =ll«k)ll. . ! S pd(«4))<A. >>1/p
p B p 0 2 U1
- A  - & k U - 11 k 11 0 is an i some try
0 2 g2 p !J
for 1 < p < a> . Further since
il0(k)IL - l l ^ l l  - Il0(k)|l = inf{ A  j 0(gp = 0(go)}CD CD CD * <,
= inf { A  \ “ Z'J ~ ̂ a o  ®k^D* ^ is an 130metrd
for p = ®  .
Nov/ 0[L (g )j, for 1 < p < i d, contains the set. ofP 2 g.., -
L,
projections of 0(go) , since on a (/-complete Boolean algebra relative
to a countably additive function all projections are natural projection
or of the form for A, e n k(a. ) = tf(gJ(A. n A ’) where
1 gl nl ^ nl
A' e " but thcn the Projection f(Au ) = go(A, n 0(A'))S1 2 2 2
for A, e tt is in L (g ,rr ) and 0(f) - k. Therefore 0 is a“o go i 2 g0
positive isomorphism-isometry from L (g„,tt ) onto L (0(go),n )P 2 69 p 2
Theorem 3*3* let n and n be the natural Boolean algebras
gl s2
of g_ and g„ respectively such that n is L-isomorphic to n ,1 2  ̂ g. g9J.
then for 1 < p < ® , there exists a positive i somorphi sm- i some try
from L (g ,n ) onto L (g_,n }.
* p 1 E1 p g2
Proof! By lemma 3*3.2 there exists a positive isomorphism-
isometry from L (g?,rr ) onto I, (^(g9),vr _ ) where l/(ĝ ) isP go P
absolutely continuous relative to ĝ  and g^ is absolutely continuous
relative to 0(g9). But then by theorem 2.9* there is a positive
isomorphism-isometry from L ̂(l/{ g9) ,rr _ ) onto I. (g.. ,tt ) for each p,P bp P t Et̂
1 < p < 00 . Then combining these mans, there exists a positive 
isomorphism-isometry from. L (g, ,tt_ ) onto L (g„,TT ) for 1 < p <P t p X g£
how if ^(g ) = ĝ , then y5 is a single positive isomorphism-
isometry from L (gn»'iT ) onto L (0(g ),n ) = L (g^n ) for all p
1  ̂ by P  ̂ gl
Note moreover, that ^(g^} “ g^ ill 0 is measure-preserving.
Lemma 3*^*1* lot n and tt be the natural Boolean algebras
gl g2
of ĝ  and respectively, 1 < p < ® , p / 2, A an isomorphism-
•ometry from L (g, ,tt ) onto L (g,,n ) and h, and h inp t g-j_ P £ &2 1 2
L (g »tt )! then h_, is singular relative toh„ iff Ah is singular p 1 ĝ  1 2 i
relative to Ah^.
Proof! For p / 2, it is shown in Lamperti [13] that for h^
and h in L (g, ,tt h is singular relative to h iff ■2 p u 1 £
||ĥ  - h9J| = llĥ  + ĥ lip. The result follows from this. The case 
for p = 1 is also obtainable as a result of corollary 1.5*2.
Theorem 3 A. Let tt and n be the natural Boolean algebras
S1 g2
of g^ and respectively, 1 £ p < cd , p f 2 and A an isomorphism-
isometry from L (g, ,n ) onto L (e ,n ); then n is L-isomorphic P -1- p t. g7 g-.
to n . 
g2
Proof I Define 0 from rr to tt such that for A  in rr ,gi So h g,
S. C  X
0(A^) •- A ^  where k is the part of g^ absolutely continuous
relative to Ah. Then 0 is order-preserving since A, > A.h, “ n9
implies hn ~ h + h' where h„ is singular relative to h'.x A
Therefore Ah0 is absolutely continuous relative to Ah, by lemma 3 A .
or 0(A, ) > 0( A. ). Also A, in tt such that A, f- 0 implies h., — rî  h g„ h
0 ( A h) 0 e.
Further 0 is one-to-one. Let A, and A, be in tt such
hl 2 E1
that A. 0 A, . Now if A  n A  ■= G, then 0 ( A  ) 0 0(A, )
^2 f s X ^
If A, H A, 0 6, then either A. - (A, D A, ) f 6 or h- h» h, h, h-i 2 1 1 2
A .  - (A, 0 A, ) / 0. Assumelir*) ill OA X A
A h - { A  - [A. - (A, n A, )]} u [ A  - (A, n A. )]h, h, h, h, h0 h, h, h0l u l l  / 1 1 /
where each term is not 0. But then since
v n - 'A h, n * 9- then « v  * « v -A 1 X A J. A
Now to show that 0 is onto, let A m be in rr̂  and
A  , = sup{ A  | A  < A  , A  „ in 0(n )}. Then for A  inm" » m" - nr m" r g^ h
tt , 0(Au) H A, = 0 where k = m - m'. Now let f, - A“\ g 0 -k)e1 ’ h k 1 /
and h^ be the part of g^ absolutely continuous relative to f^j
then f g^ and since ĝ  - h, is singular relative to f , then
A(g -h ) is singular relative to g„ - k or absolutely continuousx
relative to k. But ther. 0{Z\ , 0  H A  A  or A  “ 6 ania 0K k k
is onto. Therefore 0 is an L-isomorphism.since 0'; is order-preserving.
Note that in the preceding proof only the following properties 
of A were Tised:
1) h in L . (g, ,ti_ ) such than Ah 0 implies h - 0,P gl ~'
2) iu and h0 in L (g, ,77 ) such that h, is singular relativeu c p J. g x
to li implies Ah, is singular relative to Ah , and 
2 ± 2
3) for k in L (gotn ), k / 0, there exists h in L (g, ,rr }
P ~ &2 P
such that h f 2 and Ah is absolutely continuous relative to kj
therefore, if A from L (g, .n ) to L (g„,rr ) is said to be anP a gp P - g2
L-operator if it satisfies 1), 2) and 3)» then the following
generalization of theorem 3*i+ can be proved.
Theorem 3*L*. Let tt and n be the natural Boolean algebrasg-. goJ.
of g., and g0 respectively, 1 < p < ® and A an L-operator from
L (g, >n ) to L_(g0,rr ); then n is I—isomorphic to tt .P ĝ  p g2 g-̂ g0
Corollary 3.4.1. Let n and n be the natural. Boolean algebras
£, g2
j l  c
of g^ and g? respectively, 1 < p < od , and A an L-operator from
L ) to L (g ,tt ); then for 1 < q < ®, there exists ap g]_ P 2 bg ~
positive isomorphism-isometry from L (g, ,tt ) onto I, (g„,n ).9 *■ gp P 2 gz
55
Corollary 3*5.2. Let tt and rr, be the natural Boolean algebrasS') oo.L (-■
of g. and g0 respectively, 1 < p < gd , p /- 2 such that L (g. ,rr„ ),-i* <2 p X
is isomorphic-isometric to L (g ,rj ), then for 1 < q < a> there
P  2  S 2  "  "
exists a positive isomorphism-isometry from L (g.,,n ) onto L (g_,n )
h J- g-̂ q 2 g2
Now suppose that tt and rr are the natural Boolean algebras(7 ab1 o2
of g1 and g respectively and 0 is a map from L,(g,,tt ) onto
L. (g ,ti ) which is a positive isomorphism-isometry for 1 < p < no.i 2 g2
Nov; let 0 be the L-isomorphism from rr onto tt obtained relativerr .r**-’2 bl
— 1to 0” from theorem 3*5. It easily follows that 0 is independent of
p. Now repeating the argument of lemmas 3*3*1 ar>d 3*3*2, 0' is
obtained which is a positive isomomhism-i some try from L (g. ,tt ) ̂ 1 P i g1
onto L (^'(St ),tt ) for 1 < d < oo . But then since 0 is independentp 1 s2 - •* -
of p, then the map from L (0' (g, )>tt ) onto L (g.,,n given byP 1 g? P c
theorem 2.9 is also. But the map for p - 1 is just the identity
or then 0' - I0 and hence by the note following theorem 3*3 0 is
measure-preserving.
Theorem 3*5* Let tt and tt be the natural Boolean algebras
gl g2
of g. and g0 respectively, then there exists a map from L (g ,tt )J_ -L j.
onto I-,(g„,rr ) which is a positive isomorphism-isometry for1 2 gn<2*
1 < p < od iff there exists a measure-preserving L-isomorphism
from tt onto tt .
Si g2
CHAPTER IV
An essential part of the structure o.f any Panach space is
the manner in which it can be expressed as the direct sum of two
Bnnach spaces or equivalently what continuous projections
(i.e. a bounded linear function P from X to X such that P*" = P)
exist on the Bana'ch space.
Now a certain class of projections exist on any Panach
space, namely those formed from sums cf Px •• L(x) y where y is in 
*
X and I, in X such that: L(y) - 1. For this reason in the study
of structure one wants those projections peculiar or intimately 
related to the particular Banach space being studied. A certain 
class cf projectiono peculiar to the L spaces will now be defined, 
studied and related to the concept of the direct sum of Boolean 
algebras.
If each of and B9 is a Boolean algebra, then a Boolean 
algebra B^©B9, called the direct sum of and can be formed 
in a natural way (i.e. the elements of © B 9 are ordered pairs 
(x,y), where x is in B.,, y is in B„ and (x. ,y.) > (x0,yn) i ff > :c
J . (L I .  L " "  c  J . “ “ it
and y, > y ). Moreover if g., and g9 are in H(B, ) and H(B0)
±  “ • 2  X  d. JU C-
respectively, then g1© g  can be defined (i.e. for (x,y) in B- © B 0C Jm
(gl©g2)(x,y) = g-^x) + g9(y) ) such that +  52 is *‘n H(B1© B 2).
Now given a natural Boolean algebra tt of g, the characterization ofb
just how tt can be factored is easily obtained. If TT̂  = B^© B?, 
such that is the unit in and e9 the unit in B0 then under 
the L-isomorphism they must go into a couple of pairwise singular 
elements of it whose sum is or ê  ■- ^  and e9 = ^(g-h) for
5?
some h in tt . But then B, ~ (A, | 0 < k < h and k in it } and
y  ' ■ —  —  —  :.ro v t->
B2 { A k| £ 5 k < (g-h) and 1: in u.r}.
Definition 4.1. Let 1 < p < ® , n be the natural Boolean~ E
algebra of g, and P a linear operator from L (g,Tr ) to I. (g,n ); thenP E  P EO
Pis said to be a norm-additive projection if 1) P"" = P, and
2) for h in L (g,n ), |thll P •- UPhll P + 11(1 - P)h|| F where I is p ’ g P P p
the identity operator. Moreover L ..(c>70  '* s sui*.■] t.r. h*» r.hi 7 n ̂
norm-additive direct sum of the Barr:,ch spaces X and Y, I, (g,w ) - X ©  Y,_  P g
if the projection of L {g,rr } into X in a norm-additive projecti.cn.p G
Theorem b.l. Tact rr be the natural Pool.can algebra of g,
G
1 o P < od , and g - c, + g2 such that g, P. g„ ; 0; then if P ;
defined from L . (g,n,) to L.{g,TTj such that for V: in L‘ (g,TT„)P C  P *b P 6
GO
Pk - fAd(zA P ft/> P f S a norm-additive projection.
0 1
Proof: Since g, if g - 0, then by the nni'iueneis of the spectril
Pk kdecomposition of Pk, g^ 11 g^,
llkllpp - j A pd g ^ ( A r) - ^ pd(gk n s1) ( A g) * ^ pd(c^ - g2) ( A g)
= ^ pdgPk( A g> + ^ pdg^T-p)k( & g) M | P k U p + ll(i-P)kll.p
and P is norm-additive.
Therefore writing tt, as a direct sum gives rise to a norm-additive
direct sum for each of the factors. Tt will new be shown that all
projections P such that each of P and (T-P) is positive are of this
form. Further the next lemma states that for p f .1, all norm
additive projections are positive and therefore aro also of the above
form. Since for p - 2, I is a Hilbert space, the symmetry of theP
norm gives rise b', on abundance of norm-additive projections not of 
this form. However, one does know that for any norm-additive 
projection in L̂ , there is an isomorphi om-isome try of I.., onto I.-,<L *-
such that the projection in the new setting is of this form.
Lemma '<-.2. Let n, be the natural Poolean algebra of g,b
I o p ' a; , p ■/: 2 and P a nors-addi live projection from L (g,n }*“* P O
to L^(g,n ), then P in .» positive operator.F Z
Proof! For h i r. T.fcjW ), we have by definition,
P £
HPh + (I-P)hll p - llhll F - IIPhil p + l|(T-P)h|l F. Further sincep p p r
P[Ph - (I-P}r.] = Ph arid (l-P)[Ph - (T-P)h] -- -(I-P)h thor.
II Ph - f I—P):iII p -- ||Phil P + ||-(l-P)h|l p and
I-' P P
|| Ph + (T-P)hllr ' U Ph - (l-P)hll.. But then fror; Lamport! [lj] 
y • F
(cf. proof of lemma 3*bl) it follows that Ph is singular relative 
be (T-P)h. But then P i s a  positive operator.
Theorem u.2. Let n be the natural Boolean algebra of g,b
1 < o - od , and P a projection from I. (g,rr ) to L (g,rr ) sucii that “ F £ F G
each of P and I-P is positive; then there exists in tt_ such that.
_ ®  " L' 
for k in Lp(g»^g) Pk - 0 g^.
Proof; Let g ~ ĝ  ©  g2 where gx = Pg and CU -• (I-P)g.
Then for h in rr , h ■' h. 0  h0 where g. > ip > 0 and h0 > 0.2 l c. I ” . — —  ̂ — ~
Now if St H g = 0, then h, ~ h fi g. and hence P has she desired
i. L. a. X
form.
Now suppose ĝ  H g -- k > 0J then k - k, ©  k0 where > 0
and k > 0. But g, - k > 0 and g., - k ip 0  hp, where 
h, = P(g, - k) > 0 and h„ - (T-P)(bn - k) > 0, LorJ. .i. L. .K.
(g, - k) + k (h7 +• a,) ©  (h„ + k0) - g7 © 0  or h0 - ~ 0.
i. i_ .i. C+ L, _i. C. C
Similarly h - k, " 0 and hence k •- 0. Therefore g7 P. g, -■ 0.1 .1. “  “  x . C  “
Corollary 1.2. Let tt be the natural Boolean algebra of g,
1 < p < cd , p / 2 and P be a norm-additive projection from L (g,n )P G
to L (g.TT )l then there exists g, in tt such that for k in L (g.n )P b* G 1 G P C
?  k Pk = J*d(eA n gx).
Proof: By lemma 1.2 it follows that each of P and (I-P) is
positive and then the result fellows from the theorem.
A charocteriaation will now be given of those nubspaees of
L (g,n ) which are the image of a norm-additive orojeotion or p 6
equivalently are one term of a norm-additive direct sum.
Theorem 1.1. Let tt be the natural Boolean algebra of g andE
X a closed subspace of L (g,rr ) where 1 < p < cd and p j- 2} thenp E
the following are equivalent!
1) there exists h in rr such that X - L (h.tt ),G P G
2) there exists a closed subspace Y of L (g,TT_) such thatp h
L (g.TT ) ~ X © Y  and is a norm-additive direct sum, andp g
-f* “ 4*3) for h in L (g.TT ) and k in X , then h fl k is in X and Xp ’ g ’
is a vector lattice. Moreover all bet (2) (3) and (2) -^(l) is
true for p = 2.
Proof! (1) “̂ (2) From theorem 1.1, if Y I. (g-h,rr ) thenP G
L (g,tt ) - X ©  Y which is a norm-additive direct sum.P S
(2) -$> (l) if L (g,T? ) ~ X © Y  which is a norm-additive direct P G
sum then since p j 2, by corollary 1.2, X is the image of a norm-
additive projection P defined on L (g,n_) such that there exists
+ J ’ u CP
g.. in tt such that for k in L (g,rrr) Pk ~ fAdig' fi g7). Mow from £ P £ rK •-0
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the nature of the definition it follows that if Ph - h then 
"f“ 4"P(h ) -- h or h is in X if h is in X and then using theorem 1.1,
4* —  4-X is a vector lattice. Further for h in L (r.TT ) and k in X , thenP S
CC , CO J ,  03 ,
since h 0. k - (̂ dg^) n ( f  M z ^ )  - n gp from theorem 1.?
f t ,.hit follows that \(c* >'> ĝ )/ In the spectral decomposition of h f
■T: f, . CD
relative to p. But P(h f k) ~ ^ d(c* ' ‘T; C]) n Ca r: C-, )A ■ ■U!
®  h 1-/Ad(^‘ n gj) • h n k since Lji _
and h (‘ Sc in in X.
(3) -^(1) For k in X+, g P k is in X and is absolutely
continuous relat.lv-.' to g P k. how lot r be the supremurn of all
elements of X dominated by g. Mow since X la closed ir. p-norm, this 
supremurn is in X. Denote it by g.,. ^urthor for k in X, k is 
absolutely continuous relative to g since g. > (g P k*") U (g P k"''.
Now g, is in tt since for n an integer n a P g > gn andg ' .1
therefore lim (n g., P g) » -p. But by corollary 1.5.-' ft is the 
n -»*cd
absolutely continuous part of g relative to g, or g., is in tt _.
Lj
Now for h in n_ such that h < g1, h - h P gp is in X. Therefore 
X contains all the projections of g dominated by g., and since X is
u.
closed in p-norm, X -• L (g, ,tt ).P Z
Corollary >+.3« Let rr̂ be the natural Boolean algebra of g,b
1 < p < cd , and X a subspace of L (g,rT ), then there exists a minimum
P g
subspace L (h.n ) where h is in rr such that X rr L (h,rr ) c L (g,rr ).P C  Z P C  P £
ProofI Let X’ be the closed in p-norm, vector lattice subspace
of L (g.n ) generated by X and set 
P S
oi
X” « {k | k. s Lf'(g,n ) and k e X» + such that k. r - k}. Then a p e  2 • 2
by theorem -i. 3 xM ~ I. (h,Tj ) where h is in rr and is the minimum
P g g
such subsDace contained in L (g»n ;.P g f
This corollary also implies that for g in H (B), 1 < p < cd , and
X a subspace cf L (g,13), there exists a minimum subspace L (h,H) such
that X c L (h,B' c I. (g,B) with h in n .
P P Z
A further question which now presents itself is just what sub­
spaces of an L space a r e  themselves I- sauces under" some isomorphism- 
I- P
iscmetry. We shall limit, ourselves first however, to determining
-when a very special map is an 5 sorcorphism-1 sometry and then shew
that if there exists any positive i somorph i rr.n-i some try then this map;
is also one. Then the situation, wher. some isomorphism-isometry but
no positive one exists, will be investigated.
Definition 1.2. Let n be the natural boolean algebra cf g a..;iE
n a' <7-suV algebra of n J then the canronical map 0 from L, {g,rr J o L • b
to L. (g,TT ) is defined such that for k in L (g, n J and ^  in
J . o  X  11
U » 0(k)(Ah) - k(A. ). Further for k in l*(g,n } the cannonl calo n n a. g
map relative to k 0. from I. (k,n ) to L, (g,rr } is defined such that---------------------- xv 0 G
4* * I /* *1 I *for h in L^(k,n ), then 0(h) - /Adk* where each ib̂  is considered
extended to L. (g,n ).£j
Mow let it be the natural Boolean algebra of g and rr be a S 0
O'-subalgebra of tt . Let g° denote the unit of tt .
Lemma b.b.l. Let k be in L,(g, rr ), then.-*• (j
1) if k > 0, then 0(k) > 0 and k(Aff) > 0(k)(A o),
2) 0(k+) > 0(k)+,
3) H A s) > W k T(Aro), ana
+ —■'0 if each of h and k is in L (g,Tt } such that k is absolutelyX gj
continuous relative tc h, then 0(k) is absolutely continuous relative 
to 0(h).
Proof! 1) Since k > 0 implies for A  ir. 77 ,- “ h o
0(k)(&, ) - k{&, ) > 0, then 0(k) > 0 and 0(k)(A o) - o) < k(A,)I i (i fcj S b
by definition.
2) Since for &  in n_,
'N /?(k j c h; »p{k(Ab,) l0 s A,, s A A ’ 1 
faclAi - wp{kch,710 < Ai* - Ai ’Bd A.1,1 nf
ir. r > ana
0(k+ ) ( A h ) > 0(k),'(^h) or 0(k+ ) £ 0(k)\
3) By 1) and 2) 
k ( & J  - /(&„) + k-(A.r) > 0(k+) (^Ta) + 0(k-)(^o)C o b  o o
> 0(k)+( ^ o )  f 0(k)*(A.o) > ^ k T ( ^ o ) .b U-f* —'0 If each of k and h is in I.) (g, n ) and i; is absolutelyx g
continuous relative to h, then lim (k - Ah) (/± ) - 0, but
A-*>o) S
lim (k - Ah)' _) > lim 0[(k - A h ) f"j(^ _o) > lim E0(k)-A0(h)]+( & co)
A-s>i.X'  ̂ A-s>a)  ̂ A-=?><x 0
and hence lim [0(k) -A0(h)] o) = 0 and 0(k) is absolutely 
A-̂ o) g
continuous relative to 0(h).
Lemma b.b.2. If k in L. (g*^) such that k ( &  ) - 0(k) (A  )-1* fc> O o
then 0(k+) = 0(k)’.
Proof! 3;/ lemma 4.A.1, 0(k ) > 0(k) ‘ and 0(k ) > 0(k)” or
k ( A J  - k+(Aj' + k " ( A r) > 0(k+ ) ( A fro) + 0(k’) ( A  o)o to o o b
> 0(k)+(A o) -r 0(k)"(A,.o) ■= W? B u tb b b
k f ) = 0(k)(& o) implies 0(k+) ( &  o) - 0(k)'(& o) and since ' g g B o
0(k+) > 0(k)f, then 0(kf) -- 0(k)f.
Lenina Let X be a subspaoe of L„ (s ,tt_) such that 0 Is an
isomorphism-isometry, then for h in X, 0(h)+ in 0(X) implies h*" in X.
Proof: Suppose 0(n)+ is in 0(X) or that there exists i; in X
such that 0(k) ~ [0(h)]+. But 0(h) - 0(h) > 0 and therefore
(k - h)(£>.r) - [0(k) - 0(h) ](A  o). ho, GW
(k - h) ( A J  * (k - n)"(A J  = (k - h)(AJ [ 0( k) - 0(h)]( A. o),
B o o  o
and by lemma h.Z
(k - h)+(A.) > 0[(k - h)+](4,c) • [0(k - h ) f ( A o )
t / o  o
> [0(h) - 0(h)]+(A.O> - [0(h) - 0(h)](A,o).
O O
Put then (k - h)“(A .) " 0 or k - h > 0* similarly 
k - 0 > 0 or k > 0 and !■: > h U D or k > h . Put
k ( ^ )  -= 0(k)(^ro) - 0(h) p) * 0(:r)(^ o) _ hr(A_) or k - Yo ko o o L»
•fat id h' is in X.
Lema k.b.b. Let X be a subspace of L_,(̂;,ir ) such that 0 is anJ- £
isomorphism-isometry and 0(X) is a vector lattice in L, (g,rr ), ibo:s 
X is a vector lattice.
-U
Proofs dinco by the hypothesis, h in X implies [0(h)]' in 0(X) 
and then by lemma h.-i-.j, h is in X. Then using theorem i.i and tne 
fact that X is a subspace, it follows that X is a vector lattice.
Lemma '+.4.5. Let X be a closed vector lattice subspace of 
L-. (C»tt )> then if h and k are in X, the absolutely continuous part 
of h relative to k is in X.
-j.Proof: Assume h and k are in X'. Then by theorem l.f,
h lim (h - /Ik) and therefore h is in X. But then h - h 
S ?■ £> 3
is in X and is the absolutely continuous part of n relative to k.
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Theorem b.b. Let tt be the natural Boolean algebra of r and X
Z
a closed subspace of L (s ,tt ), then the following are equivalent:i
1) X is a vector lattice
2) there exists a O’-subalgetra tt of tt and h in X such that
° Z
0(X) ~ L, (0(h),rr ) where 0 is an isomorphism-isometry.
J . O
Proof! (1) -’'(2) Let X be a vector lattice and 5 be all subsets
'f*of X consisting of mutually orthogonal elements (i.e. for 3 e 5 and 
each of h and h., 1;. 3, h, A ’m f- 0 implies h, -• h„} normalised
such that for S e 3 and h e S, h(A ) k(A ) where 2 is the— G G
absolutely continuous part of g relative to h. Partially order 3
by set inclusion and then using the Ilausdorff maximal principle, 3
contains a nxximal element 5„. Suppose 3 ,. h'ov; for any
finite set of indices {<X ) ,1, in A, JT h*(A..) v. )
' —  - i--*l i
CD
and therefore A must be countable and h - 2! ’n« is in X. Low
i-'-i i
suppose X is not contained in L,(h,n_). Then there exists A in X*",L>
by lemma h.A.y such that i: is singular relative to h. Put then if k
is normalized, S U {k} is in S, thus contradicting the fact that 3 o o
is maximal in 5. There Tore there exists h "in X such that X is cental nod 
in L,(h,nJ.
Let C, be tlie Boolean algebra of projections of h in X. Then 
generates X since for k in X , k ' JAdĥ *, where is in X and
hence in Put then the map CL from X to L^(h, such that f
CD
&  . in 21, and k in X <X(k)(&, ,) - fAd(h* 0 h’)(A  ) is anlr n a' £ * Z0
isomcrphism-isometry onto.
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Now let (3 be the mapping from ZI, into tt such that for A  ,I h g n'
in ZTh, ( J ( t) is the absolutely continuous part of g relative to 
h* and denote |3(Z^) by tt, and by A  o» Nov; since h is
it.self absolutely continuous relative to g, then for h and h_, in Z.1 c i'l
such that h^ /- ĥ , ) 0 |3( <2^) or is one-to-one onto ttq.
Further, ^  is order preserving and therefore an l-isomorphism. How 
let 0 be the isomorphism-isometry defined in lemma 3*3*2 by p"x from.
1.., (h,2 ) onto L (0(h),tt_). Now for A,, in rr and u in X'
X  I ! X u  ^
0[<*Ck>]( A,,) - ^Ad[h* n
- k(Zi,rl) - 0(k)(^_,} or 0 - \fsOL and hence is an
O  CO
1 somorphj cm-isometry fram X onto L, ( 0 ( h ) , T T _ ) .
X 1
(2) -*• (1) If 0(X) ■L, (0(h),TT ), where 0 is nr. isonorphism-
isometry, then 0(X) is a vector lattice and hence by lemma u.-V.l, X
is a vector lattice.
It will be now shown that if there exists a positive isomorphism- 
isometry from some.’ Is space, L-, (h,n ) onto X, then X is a vector
Lattice. Notice that in theorem 1.1, 0~L from L, (0(h),tt̂ ) onto X is
positive.
Corollary 2.1.1. Let tt and tt, each be the natural Booleang h
algebra of g and h respectively,. X a subspace cf L, (g,rr ) and 0 a
o
positive isomorphism-isometry from L (h,n^) onto X, then X is a 
vector lattice.
Proof; If k is in X, then 0“"(k) is in L. (h,rr ) and each, of 
lfX' X ?  and C0“-(k)]” is in 1^(6,rr, ). Further each of 0{[0“"(k)]+} 
and 0{[0“'"(!c)]“} is positive, in X and
0{[0-1(k)]+ } - m r L(k)r) - 0{c0~](k)]+ - i ^ a o n  - 0{'ri(k)) k.
Moreover 1: ^  iT^OO , " [\Tx(k)]+ + [^(k)]"
- ^{[r1(k)]{‘} 3 + ^{rr'xior} , and since 
V5{[r1(k)]+} > k+ and 0{[^_1(lO3"; > k" then ^ { [ r ^ O f }  ~ k*.
•f
Therefore k' is in X ana X is a vector lattice.
The mere existence of an i some rph i cm- i sons I ry from an L1 space 
L., (h,ri ) onto X is not enough to guarantee that X is a vector latti 
in fact X need not contain a single positive function. However, if 
there exists a peri live i nomcrphbsm-isometry, then there exists a k 
in X and a subalgebra rr _ of tt , by theorem h.a such that the rannuuiO ij
map t) is an Isoinorphb sm-i some try onto L (k,rr ).X o
How in order to characterise subapaccs X for whioh•there axisi 
some i scmorphi sm-i some try onto X from an space, 1, (h,rr ' is wool
be necessary to introduce the concent of projections ev‘ a net 
necessarily positive bounded finitely additive set function. If 
this is done, it can be shown that there exists a k in X and a
-subalgebra tt of tt. such that X is the closure in the 1-norm of0 x
tt in L, (g, tt ). Moreover X is then isomorphic and i s o m e 1.rie to o x g
L, (k,"d)and hence again a modified cannonionl map suffices te­
es tablish the isomorphism-isometry.
Corollary t.t.l. Let tt be the natural Pool ear. algebra of g a.
o
X a subset of L (g,rr ), then there exists a minimum measure suace1 S
X c L(X) c L, (g,nT) for which there exists a positive i somorphi sin-
-i» f.J
isometry from L,(h,T^) onto L(X) and moreover, L(X) is the closed 
vector lattice subspacc generated by X.
Proof I For X a subset of L, (s,tt_) if L(X) is the closed vecto 
lattice subspace generated by X, then by theorem u-.b L(X) is a mens
space and the cannonical map of L(X) onto L.,(0(h),rr ) Is a positive
i somorphissa-i some try.
Conversely assume '/. is contained in Y and that the map 0 is a
positive isomorphism-isometry from L, (h,n ) onto Y. . Then it folio;-?
from corollary b.-i-.l, that Y is a closed vector lattice subspaee
containing X and thoroforo L(X) is contained in Y or 1(7.) is thcr
minimum measure space X c L(X) c L, ( q, ny).
~ L
Corollary t.-i.l. Yet rr_ be the natural Boolean alpebra of -
o
and X a separable subset of L-,(c»;0 >  then L(X) is separable.
Proof! If X is separable, then the closed subspace ,-enerated 
by X and also the closed vector lattice subspace yeneratsd by X is 
separable,
Nov? to extend these results for p > 1, it is necessary to show
that not onlv does a closed vector lattice subspace X of L (t:,rr )P C
contain an element k relative to which everything is absolutely
continuous but. an element k such that for h in X ,
03 v /
)̂ ' * ~ Hhll̂  where {k^} i s the spectral decomposition
of h relative to k. That such an element does exist in X is shown 
in lemma ’i.5 . 2  and its uniqueness in lemma 1 .5 .3 > first however, a 
lemma is proved connecting the p-norms defined relative to different 
set functions.
Lemma h.5.1. Let rr _ be the natural. Boolean algebra of q,
o 4* —1 < p < co , and each of h and k in L (c,n_) such that h is absolutely "" P C
continuous relative to k; then if {k*} is the spectral decomposition 
of h relative to k, llhll - *°dIt-:* VL .
GO
I h.Proof! Let \k ; be the spectral decomposition o'* h relative tc 
k. Then for 0 < A< &  - ~  n !'h - ’'h •' ’• ’-*1 * -  T “ 'J JLt  r r .  0  I*4* r  V  - 1- V -i c- '  -  T fw\* CJ-* ) lJ «•* "'"/I* 11 * 'X̂ ^ 6> ■* < J
llktll p d llki.ll p and f i P d U k h lA p -  /%• p ^ A J,)lli.aÎ P Cv|st- for V -• 0. Fix V, 0,
0 and ohoose {A.) ?+C such that 0 ' ■/tr, < . . . < n+i
I p h H k ^ l t ^  - J l /  - Ilk'll,i'!| •: c/2 and
|A.P - A P | - £./[2l|hU p].
ihen -»
r: , n *i+l .—■ .v. . . ? '» II f M
C X .  „ II A -  4 » , ;  > E  11/ A . .,11 > £ a  II ,  -  , 1 1  .
Put ilk 1̂  - k ̂ i| J" - Hk^ ||JJ - l l k ^ l l  P because the p-th power of
i+1 i r i+1 K *•-
p-norms of pairwise singular elements are additive! and thereTore
7L-
I E  A  ill ,  II - I I  , l |  -  £  1 1 / 1+i d 4 ‘ll P | < c/Z and adnnc
v=o p i+i p * 1 i F  i * p
E  I l f  A  i , I I  n llj A : .,11 : t h e n  | f A  1 , 1 1 /  -  UfA ,11 I -  e
and & i « k i l |  p II !)M p .
(T +° P
I.emna 1.5.2. Let tt_ be the natural Boolean algebra of g,O
1 < p < cd, X a closed vector lattice subspace of I. (g,^), and k 
in X' such that X n L,(k,n_)j then there exists k in X+ such that
for k' a projection of k in X, l|k’||+ - Ilk'll J3.O j.
Proof! Let £T be the projections of k in X and tt the correspond. ]•; x a
ing CT-subalgebra of n obtained in the same nanner as in theorem t.t.to
Further let 0 be the cannonical map from I., (g,n_) to L. (0(k),n. ).
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Then for n in L (g,n ) let (h)^ = fA.®d^', then (h)^ is in L, (g,n ) P 6 g S jj * g 1 £
and li(h)P|l = IIhII g 1 P
Now (k)^ is absolutely continuous relative to k and therefore
by lemma T.h.l 0[(k)^] is absolutely continuous relative to 0(k)
00 g _  
and 0[(k)^] = J’A.dk^ where k^ is a projection of 0(k) in
But then for each Z  there exists k^ in X sucn tnat ^(k^) = k̂ , 
oo
) and (kj) is a spectral decomposition relative
to k. Now for e > 0 define kG j / l-p-l dka , tnen k £ is m
_ e
L (g.TT ) since it follows from lemma h.5.1 and theorem 1.7 that P S
CD p P
||Ke||^ - J" ~p-l dllk^H  ̂< e“p-l IlkllJ3.
Now fix e > 0 and for o  >  u choose •' X. }. n_ such that' iJ l -O
e = A Q < A 1 < . . . < < cd , l ^ i+1 - i*e pCl/5||kil1,
e~P-l 1 k - k^M p < S/5, Hke - £3 ^ )Ui ' ^
n *■ i-0 ' i+i i
n-l , /
and || kS - Z~ 1 P~ (k, - k, )ll-, < */5 and let k. = k. Tnen
i-0 1 V l  1 1 n+1
k * >  k ) ipipxies
1=0 i+i 1 i=0 i+i i
t £ * Z 1 / M <*J, - k, )3j 1 <**>? 2 [ f e r k k *  - k, )t andi=0 i+1 i 0 i=0 i+i g
t x Z i ’- h * *  - * . > *
1=0 i+l 1 ° 0 1=0 1+1 1 b
00





i-0 i+r A. , , A 1+1 l
... /
_ E  Ask'"/Mo. * • • irthr.
H > e) - w y - )  - -I. “ f1 ' r u- v 1: f-'Lk - /t k;
t Z A 3 V+ / -. '. ■* ., Mr / i.^ p -i- *  ■ /r '+'j - - E Fl\« / m
i M  a :i
i 0(+: - m o  - E A t ; k k k t.- d k  
f EA;V-' (*< - •'/«, •'
110::+;-:] - k k i i ,  _ H E A  a  - A y ? : ^  .- A II
- l l m :  - .- , ii • »A-et-’0 a , - «A ^I/,
■ M k t  - E A r n m ; . ^ . -  a  I!
E * - h i 3 > :< ■ j+i - *■. n '\ A.
fl r  .> , •• nK m  . k V :'
r. q
,:k II : U ; - ll(: ' .||, = IlftGkJ^U.P b J
= ^(kp||., ||k li .
x. X.
i’ow lot y ’ be the yurt of y absolutely sont'.inuouremflve to b
;u:UUy || II II II. ("II |l IIP + I-' "1
urther  i f  Ilk^U /  0 then llk^ll < Ug”||P P c.
!,e us mu >'o fo.ers menu wtiere
U k U / II u ” II 'I here tore* since H - ll: < ll;t€II _ llkll
1 -m h - k exists, krt is ir. L^(E»tt_) and therefore In X. ?ur!ho
0[(kQ)^] •" 0(k^) and for k* a projection cf k(. in X,
= IKk'pll I I l C ( .P t> •<- e> — ~
Lemma L.5 .3. Let n be the natural Boolean algebra of g,
L
1 < p < od , X a closed vecter lattice subsoace of L (2,17 ) and each
P G
of k, and kn in X such that X c L, (k, ,n_) -- !., (k9,rr ) and for k’,•* *•' — r.» - try
a projection cf cither ip or k , in X, Ilk’ll- - Ilk’ll then k- •- k
2 i p
Proof: Let {k*} be ‘lie spectral decomposition of k„ relative
to ip. Then it follows fron lenma 5 it.a* each k* is in X. Furl
for kj a projection of kn and ki the absolutely continuous part of 1;
relative to , using Holder’s inequality and lemma ‘1.5.1
.jo co Oj
llK’Hpp - IlkMi. = ttpld(k* n s^lt - pull’,;* 1 kill, - jAdiik* n k’ll^
< { f A pdll',:A n k’ll„p}1/p{ flqd|kA n k’ll p} 1/q < Hk’tf ttk’ll^'1
f\ 1 L ** 0 1 i ~ r P
and assuming Ilk'll / C, || i.;l| P_1 < |jk’ll p 'q ora p p p
Ilk’ll, Ilk’ll p < Ilk’ll p -• Ilk’ll,. similarly Ilk'll. <- Ilk’ll. and hcnct i a P — X p i. i. a a “ w J.
‘k’(A  ) •" ilk’ll.. - Ilk’ll, - k’,(A). But since the projections cf k. x a - - 2 - ~ S
and k„ in X are sufficient to distinguish k, and k.„, then k. •- k,.L x w
Theorem d. 5. Lot tt be the natural Boolean algebra of g.57 0 9o
I •: p < cd , p j 2, and X a closed subspace of L (g,tOJ then the
P G
.following are equivalent:
1) X is a vector lattice, and
2) there exists a Of-subalgebra Tf of tt and k in X+ such that
0 Z
0(X) = L ( 0 ( k ) , T T  ) where 0 is an i soroo rphi sm-i some try. Moreover for 
p = 2, 1) implies 2) and with' the additional hypothesis that 0“ 1.: 
positive 2) implies 1).
Proof: (i) In a manner cimilar to the proof of theorem k.
it can be shown there exists i; in X' such that X c L. (k.n }. Then I-
* <"-*■ LO
k be the function defined in lemma u.f.2 and 0 the cannonical map fn.
h- (c»n ) to L„ (k ,tt } where ~r i.o the (T-subulgcbra of rr which 
j. g  _  o o o g
corresponds to Ei , the Boolean algebra of projeeiions of k in X.
x " U> _ , . ■, /
Then for h in by lemma b.i.i { fAldllk̂  || *J) !' where {k*}b P
Vo trie speciral docomr-osi tion of h relative to k.. Pul oLnoe la
in a for 0 < A <  CD f then - llk̂‘11. and
iinii - {/a o i iI ii..;-7' .; . '/APdMd)c^.nO}1/LJ
r- q j. 5 « o
or hi is in L (0fk },rr ) and moreover II all ||0(h)l| . ffmilarly r‘ p 0 c P P
CO
if h’ is in L, (0(1c. '■ ,rp ), then h’ ■ yAdkj[ and as in the proof o'*
_   ̂ ,JP
lenna 1.1.2 there is h 1 r. L, (s»nr), h ■- i w h e r e  0(k^ - kjj
a. o 'd
and 0(h) : o’. lot then
r M  » 7
IInil - lim p}l/r s lin { ilt xM i : li« {/a P<%(4
p m -̂ •.D c p -r-x o ~ :: —o.' z
lim { /Apdk*(A o))~h: ■- Iln'll and therefore 0 is a-
v 0 A e IJ
isomorphism-isometry from X onto L (0(k ),n ).j~ p v 0 . 0
(2) Let X be a closed subspace of Ly(g,~y, nQ a
<7*-subalgebra of tj and k in X. sue!', chat 0, the cannonieal nap, is 
b
an .isomorphism-} soma try from X ontc L (0f k} ,-n ). Assume p f 2 andp o
let Z-g,,. V be the orcjec fi ons of 0(k) in T. (0(k),iO. X°w for k, in i
such that 0(k^) is in
llk1 + (k - k1)||p - H0(k1) + 0(k - k1)Hp  ̂110(10. ) - 0(k - kJH^
= Ilk. - (k - k, )|| . But then it follows from the
'1 '■) {J
lenuna due to Lamperti [13] (cf. proof of lemma • *4* -L ̂ ict k.j -A-
singular relative to (k - k̂ ) and hence k is a projection of k.
Therefore 0 0(p)' 'ls a Boolean algebra of projections of k.
Moreover since 0 is an ioomorphism-ioometry it follows that X is the
** ____
closure of the subs,puce generated by 0’*J‘(£/*/- 0  in L (g,n ) whichr \ ■' ! P d
is a vector lattice*
For p •- 1 whore (T^ is assumed positive, 'he arguement used fur
the following proof of corollary l.p.i is applicable.
It is necessary in theorem to impose the additional cor,.litions
to imply that d) implies 1) because the norm of' an I, space is
dependent- upon the function relative to which it is defined. It is
possible for a closed subspace X of L (g.tt,) to be isomorphic andp " G
isometric to L (0(h), rr ) under the cannonical man and not contain ap ' o
single positive element.
_  1
Fotice that although 0“  ̂is not assumed to ice positive for r / 1,
4*this follows from the hypothesis that k be in X .
How if one further assumes in 2) that 0(k)(A_o) k(A..)o L
where A  o is the unit of tt , then since for h in X ’ 0(h) ( A  °) ” II hit, *
G ° if
it follows from lemma l*5»3 that k is the unique element of X for
which k’ a projection cf k in X implies Ilk’ll., - Ilk’ll Moreoveri P
if X -- L (r.n ), then g is characterised by the property that for 
P G
h in rr_, U hll̂ - ||hII 4. 
b -1- P
Corollarv '1.5.1. Let t t  and tt, each be the natural Boolean
S h
algebra of g and h respectively, X a subspace of L.4g,tO  where
1 < p < ® , and 0 a positive isomorphi am- i some try from L (b,rrv)— ;, n
onto XJ then X is a vector lattice.
7^
Proof: If k is iri X, then 0“ (k) is in I. (o,tt, } and each of
p  ‘‘
[l/“^(k)]+ and [0~^(k)]“ is in L (h,n^). But then 0\[0“\k) ]+} and 
are both positive and
w V ) ] * }  - w n r V m  = 0{yr1(k)+ - r \ v ~ )  = ^ _1(k)} = k.
further Hk||nP = llM[!rL(k)]+}H3P + ̂ {[^(k)]" }|J P ana therefore
-since 0{[0~^(k)]+} > k+ and 0{[0- (̂k)]""} > k“, then
Il0\[0”'1'(k)]+}ll = ^ic+̂ p* Therefore 0{[0-1(k)]+} = kr, it is in X
and it follows Iron theorem 1.1 that X is a vector lattice.
Again therefore to inquire about the existence of a positive
isomorphism-isomctry from an L space onto a subspace X, one need
only to examine the cannonical map relative to a C-subalgebra.
Corollary d.5.2. Let be the natural Boolean algebra of
sr and X a subset of L (g.n ), then there exists a minimum measure
p S
space X c LP(X) c L (g,n„), for which there exists a positiveP o
—  Q  T)
isomorphism-isometry from L (h,n, ) onto L* (X) and moreover L‘(X) is
P n
the closed vector lattice subspace in L (s,tO  generated by X.
P o
Proof! By theorem ^.5> L*(X) is a measure space and the 
cannonical map of LP(X) onto L ( 0 ( k ) , T T Q )  is such that 0 ^  is a 
positive isomorphism-isometry (cf. note following theorem -+.5). 
Conversely if X is contained in Y, such that the map 0 is a
/
positive isomorphism-isometry from L (h,TT̂ ) onto Y, then it follows 
from corollary h-,5.1 that Y is a closed vector lattice subspace 
containing X and hence also LP(X) or LP(X) is th e minimum measure
space such that X c LP(X) c L (g.n ).p £
As a result of theorems h.A and '1.5 every subspace of L (g,rr )P s
which is itself an L space under some positive isomorphism-isometry
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onto has been identified. The connection between these subspaces and
positive projections on L (g,n ) will now be investigated. It will beP o
shown that X, a subspace of L, (gjTT̂ ), is an space iff X is the
range of some positive projection on L_.(g,rr ) having norm one. Moreover1 g
a characterization will be obtained of all such projections on L, (g,nCT)J- to
and then various generalizations of these results for p > 1 will be 
obtained.
Definition 4.3. Let ttt be the natural Boolean algebra of g,b
1 < p < od and P a projection on L (g,n ); then “ P S
1) P is said to be a one-dominating projection if for h and k
in L (g.TT ) such that k > h and Pk = k impl .ies HPhlL < llhll,, and p g - 1 - 1
2) P is said to be a regular projection if for h in L (g,rrfjP o
such that for all k in L (g.n ) P k f l h ^ O  implies Ph = 0.p g
Lemma 4.6.1. Let n be the natural Boolean algebra of g,
S
1 < p < od , rr a CT-subalgebra of n , k in L (g>n ) such that for k',-  ̂ ’ o D g’ pv&’ g
a natural projection of k relative to ||k* 11̂ = Ilk'll̂ 3, 0 the
cannonical map from L^(g,n^) to L̂ (0(k),TTo) and 0^ the cannonical 
map relative to k from L̂ (0(k),TTo) to L̂ (g,TTg); then
1) 0^ is a positive isomorphism-isometry from L^(0(k),nQ) into 
Lp(E,ng),
2) 00^ is the identity on Lo(0(k),no),
3) 0 is an operator from L (g,tt ) onto L (0(g),n ) having normP § P ^
one,
4) 0 0 is a positive projection on L, (g,n ) having norm one,K X g
and
5) 0 0 is a positive projection on L (g,TT̂ ) having norm one.g P t.
Proof: 1) Since by definition for h in Lp(0(k),rro)
® h
0^(h) = ^"^dk^ , then it follows from lemma 4.5.1 that
® h 00 h
N kh,lpP = p PdkS ( £ go> = oP Pd|lk P and 0^ is an isomorphism-
isometry.
2) Let kf be a projection of 0(k) in L (0(k),n )\ then 0.k* is1 . 0  K
just k' considered as a set function on nrr and 00^k’ is therefore
k' again a set function on rr̂  or 00^k' = k'. Since the projections
of 0(k) in L (0(k),rr ) are dense, 00 is the identity because itD O  K
follows from part 1) that 0 is continuous and from the proof ofK
theorem 4.5 that 0 is continuous on 0 [L (0(k),n )].K p  O
3) Let 0 be defined from Lp(g,TTCT) to L^(0( g) ,ttq) . Then defining
the p-norm using the Bellinger integral (cf. definition 2.5 and
lemma 2.7.1) for h in L (g,tt ), since it follows from lemma 4.4.1
P S
that 0(h) < 0(h),
Il0(h)llpp = H^hTUpp < I10(h)||pp
< sup{^l0(h)(^i)lPl0(g)(^i)l1~P 1 A  in ttq and A  n A . = 6, i f j)
< s u p { Q h ( ^  )lP lg(A )11-P | A  in tt and A  n  A .  = 0, i f  j}
i=l J
< sup{^|h(^.)| Plg(^.)l1_p I A  in tt and A . n A . = 6, i j- j}
i—l
< llhll P = Uhll P. Therefore 0 is defined from L (g,n ) into - p p p g
L (0(g),ttq) and has norm one. Further since 0 0^)Lp(0(g),rrQ )] is all 
of Lp(0(g),tTq) by 2) it follows that 0 is onto Lp(0(g) ,TrQ).
4) Since each of 0 and 0 is positive, then 0^0 is positive.
•y
Further (0 0) = 0, (00. )0 =0 ,0  and 0,0 is a projection. Moreover1< K k K K
since 0 is norm-decreasing by lemma 4.4.1 and 0 is an isometry by 1), 
then 0^0 has norm one.
5) Repeating the arguement of 4) and substituting 3) for 
lemma 4.4.1 the result follows.
Lemma 4.6.2. Let tt be the natural Boolean algebra of g and Xs
be a closed vector lattice subspace of L1(g,n^)j then there exists aX b
CT-subalgebra tt of tt and k in X such that 0,0 is a regular positive o g rkr u 1
projection on L^(g,n^) having norm one and 0^0[L^(g}u )] = X.
Proof! Let ttq be the O'-subalgebra and k a function in X
obtained from theorem 4.4 such that the cannonical map 0 from
L-iCgjTT̂ ) to L,(0(k),n ) is a positive isomorphism-isometry from X
onto L, (0(k),TT ). Then it follows from the definition of 0, and 1 o rk
lemma 4.6.1 that 0^0 is a positive projection on L̂ (g,rg.) having
norm one and 0 0[L1(g,n,)] = X. Moreover for h, in L, (g,rr ) such k x g i x g
that for all hQ in L (g,n ) 0 0 h0 fl h, - 0 implies k fl h, = 0
and therefore 0 h^ = 0 and 0^0 is regular.
Lemma 4.6.3. Let tt be the natural Boolean algebra of g,g
1 < p < oo , and X a closed vector lattice subspace of L (c ,tt ) suchi- - g'
that for the element kQ (cf. lemma 4.5.2) 0(g) = 0(kQ); then there
exists a (T-subalgebra ttq of rr such that 0. 0 is a regular positive
g o
projection on L (g» tt ) having norm one and 0 0[L (g,n )] = X.P g P g
Proof; The proof is the same as that for lemma 4.6.2 substitutin 
theorem 4.5 for theorem 4.4.
Theorem 4.6. Let be the natural Boolean algebra of g,o
1 < p < od ; then X is a closed vector lattice subspace of L (g,rr ),“ P . g
where if p > 1, for the element kQ (cf. lemma 4.5.2) 0(g) = 0(ko)>
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iff there exists P, a regular one-dominating positive projection on
L (g,rr ) having norm one, such that X = P[L (s,n^)].P S  P S
Proof: If X is a closed vector lattice subspace of L (g,n )
"D P*o
where for p > 1, 0(k ) = 0(g)» then it follows from lemmas L.6.2
and h.6.3 that there exists tt , a <7*-subalgebra of tt , such thato’ u g’
0^ 0[L (g,rr )] = X. Further note that since the norm of 0 0 relative
o P  ̂ "o
to L,(g,n ) is one, then 0, 0 is one-dominating.1 S h0
Conversely let P be a regular one-dominating positive projection
on L (g.TT ) and X = P[L (g,tt )l! then X is a subsoace of L (g,rr ).P u g P S ‘ P S
4* —  4*Mow for k in X, k is in L (g,^) and since k > k and P is positive,P S+ + +P(k ) > Pk = k or P(k ) > k . Further since P is one-dominating
and k > k+, then |J k+lj., > ||P(k*")ll > Ilk"*!!-, and therefore Pk
4*k is in X and from theorem 1.1 it follows that X is a vector lattice.
Further for h and k in X+, (h - Ak)+ is in X and if
4- 4-h = lim (h - Ak) , then h > (h - A.k) - h > 0 imolies 
3 5
|| h - P’n |L < t|h ̂ - (h - Ak)+ll, + ||P[(h - Ak)+] - Ph IIS S X “  S J- S_L
< 2l|ĥ  - (h - Ak)^!, and h = Ph _. Mow duplicating5 X 5 S
the proof of theorem h.-i it can be shown that there exists a sequence
{k. } such that k. is in X+, k = ̂  k. is in L (g,^) and X c: L-OcjTtJ.i 1 i 1 P S  -‘- G
Mow it must be shown that k is in X. Since k > k^ for each i
Pk > Pk. -- k. and Pk > k. Now Pk is in X or Pk is absolutely — x x —
continuous relative to k. Further P[Pk - k] “ 0. Let k!̂ be the
part of k^ absolutely continuous relative to [Pk - k]. Then
lim (k! -/l[Pk - k])+ = 0 and since for each /I 
A-3>od 1
k^ > (k!̂  -^[Pk - k])+ > 0, then
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II(k£ - A[Pk - k])+ll1 > HP{(k' - A[Pk - k])+}ll1
> |l{Pk[ -AP[Pk - k]}+ll1 >|lPk̂ |i1 and Pk[ = 0.
But since k. > k. - k!, theni — i i
11 ki - kllli - llP(ki " kl)lli = ,lP(ki - kV + PkIlli = 11 =llkilli
or k! = 0 and Pk = k.i —
How let E. Be the Boolean algebra of projections of k in XJ K
then since Pk = k and k dominates the elements of C, , El, is ak k
<7 -complete Boolean algebra or is closed in the ono-norm and hence
also in the p-norm. Let h be in the closure of El, in L^(c,tt.); then*v * ̂ L>
ao , n+1 j
h = and if h - fAdk^ for each n > 0, Pĥ  ~ hr. Nov;
0 n
repeating the previous argument Ph - h or X is the closure of El,.
in L (g,tt ) and hence a closed vector lattice subsoace.P S
Let tt be the <7- subalgebra and k the element of X obtained o o
from theorems h.d and Then for h in L (g,tt ) singular relative
  P C
to k , for h' in L (run ) h fl Ph1 = 0 and therefore Ph - 0. o p “ g ~ ~
Therefore P is identically zero on L (gM,rr ) where s" is the partP
of g singular relative to k. Let k' be a projection of k and h a 
projection of k such that Ph = h or h in P[L (g,nr.) ]. Mote that 
g' e ttq v/hero g* is the part of g absolutely continuous relative to h. 
how since h > h H k', then h = Ph > P(h fl k’) and similarly 
k - h = P(k - h) > P[(k - h) fl k']. Further since k - h is singular 
relative to h, then (k' fl h) + [k' fl (k - h)] = k' and
PCk’K ^ , )  = P(k’ n h)(Ar.) + p[k* n (k - h)](Z\,) - P(k* n h)(A,).
L> O ij
Therefore k'(& ,) = (k* n h)(A ) = Ilk* n hjl > j|P(k' n h)lL 5 S 1 — J-
> P(k' H h)(A ) > P(k* fl h)(£^t) since P is 
one-dominating or k'(£* ,) > P(k')(£*_,)• Similarly
;;o
(k - k ' X ^  ,) > P(k - k')(Arl) and since
b b
k(̂ s» ) = k'(A ,) + (k - k* )(£.,) > P(k')( A  ) + P(k - k’)(£r, )
S G b G S
> P(k)(A ,) = k(&_,) then k'(A„,) - P(k* ) for k' a
S C  a a
projection of k and h a projection of k such that Ph = h, where g' is
the part of g absolutely continuous relative to h. Further
(0,.0k» )(A,, ) = (0 k* ) ( ^,) since A  , e tt c  rr_ and
^ b b b b
0(k')(A ,) - k'(A__,) by definition. Combining this vdth the
O  o
previous result, for tt and h in L (g,rr ), (0,0h)(A) = (Ph)(Z^)o P G
using methods from the third paragraph of this proof. But then 
0(0^0 h) = 0(Ph) and since 0 is an isomorphism-isometry on
P[L (g,tO  ], then 0 0 h Ph or 0,0 = P.P b b . tC
Now for p > 1 if the norm of P = 0 0 is one, then noting thek
proof of lemma 6.5.3 it follows for A  in rrQ, 0(k )(A) < 0(g)(£v)
and from the proof of lemma 6.6.1, part 3) it follows therefore that
0(kQ)(A) > 0(g)(&) and 0(kQ) - 0(g).
How the proof of theorem 6.6 has been so arranged as to yield
the following consequences which are now stated as corollaries.
Corollary 6.6.1. Let tt be the natural Boolean algebra of g,P*O
1 < p < ao , and P a regular one-dominating positive projection on
L (g.TT ); then there exists tt , a (J -subalgebra of rr , and k in O S o g
L+ (g,TT ) such that P = 0, 0. pvb» g/ rKr
Corollary 6.6.2. Let rr_ be the natural Boolean algebra of g and
b
P a regular positive projection on L, (g,n ); then the following are
i S
equivalent: 1) the norm of P is one, 2) P is one-dominating, and
3) there exists ttq, a (T-subalgebra of Tp,, and k in L^g,?^) such 
that P = 0^0*
CHAPTER V
A special class of subspaces of spaces will now be defined
and showed to be themselves spaces under the cannonical map onto
the appropriate ff-subalgebra. Further it will be showed that each
separable closed vector lattice subspace can be represented in this
form and conversely. This will then provide a method for studying
separable subspaces of spaces and will in particular yield as
corollaries a representation theorem due to Porcelli [16] and the
classical theorem of von Neumann and Halmos [11] characterizing
separable spaces which are defined relative to a continuous or
non-atomic set function.
Definition 5*1* Let t t  be the natural Boolean algebra of g, hg
+ —be in L (g, t t  ) and 1 < p < ao ; then define 1 g
M (h/g) = { k I there exists Lrom [0,<d ) to the reals such that ^
his measurable relative to K / g^ ) - gA(<V ’ 
op ao J <  CD } .= fjrkU  )dgA and p f k(* )lPdg^(^
Denote the set of 'fK’s 6y B (h/g). Note that the elements of
B (h/g) are equivalence classes. Further define P
CD
= ^ l ? b a)|PdgA(V )1/P-
It will now be shown that B (h/g) is isomorphic and isometric to 
the classical Lebesgue-Stieljes spaces defined relative to ^h/g’ 
a non-decreasing function on [0,oo).
Let.n be the natural Boolean algebra of g, h a fixed element of
Lemma 5.1.1. B (h/g) = L (p ̂ ,[0,®)),
Proof; It follows from the definition of B (h/g) which is thep
same as that of L [0,ao))<
Lemma 5*1*2. If k is in Mp(h/g), then k is in M (h/g) and
moreover / k+ ~ fk ^
Proof! First it follows by lemma 5*1*1 if /i is in B (h/g),‘ k p
then U 0 is in B (h/g). Also for in n ,‘ k p f g
CD i CD .
> dg^(A^,) = k(Aj,). Further there exists
E contained in [0,®) such that ?*(<R.) = for A. e E and ̂ ^
^  (A  ) - 0 for A, / E. Then let f = )dgA which exists
" 0 s
since is in B (h/g). Now f is in tt andii p ' g
OD , CD , , QD
^ f k(A )dg (̂ A g) = or since
G0«+7 \ , h , + ,, rL+, „ % , h. . \ ,ffk(A )dgA > k , then ffk(^ )dgA( A g) - k ( A g) = 0 and
CD ,+ r_+/ . \ , nk(A )dgA .
J *
Lemma 5*1*3* if each of k and k? is in M (h/g) and c is a realJL ^ p
number, then kn + k_ and ck, are both in H (h/g) and moreover’ 1 2  1 p
¥ J.1 = Fl + and f  1 ~ C fl •^(k1+k2) ?kj_ <Jk2 ikj
Proof; The proof follows immediately.
Lemma M (h/g) is contained in L (g,n ) and moreover forP P S
in Mp(h/g) li kll̂  = llkil̂.
Proof; Let k be in M*(h/g), i.e. ]fk = ]fk» then for e > 0 
there exists N > 0 such that if f = <Tk n then
CD |v| '
:iu )dgI1(/l ) < e. But it follows from lemma 5*1.2 that/ l T k - f k
c* - Mgn^s) = ft? k - u> )dS"(<̂ s) = nfk - f"i(^)dE"(^)
or (k - Mg) ( <  g for g > 0 and therefore k is absolutely
L>
continuous relative to g by corollary 1.5.1. But then M (h/g) is
contained in L (gjir̂ ).
° 00 hNow set E/jl= { 7< | X ( ^ )  </*-) and let g = JX, (/Odgi
0 s*"
Then (g } is the spectral decomposition of k relative to g and hence
CD . 0 0  _
flf k(/̂  )l Pdg^( A^) = p^dg-^A ) or M (h/g) is contained in L (g,rr̂ )0 K t o g b p  P b
and moreover the norm is the same.
Theorem 5.1. Let tt be the natural Boolean algebra of g, h be
o
in L̂ (g,rr̂ ), 1 < p < cn , and tt be the O'-subalgebra of tt generated 1 g o g
by { A  h) ; then the cannonical map is an isomorphism-isometry from
Hp(h/g) onto L (0(g),nQ).
Proof: From lemmas 5*1*1 and 5*1*^> it follows that K^(h/g) is
a closed subspace of L^gjirJ since H^(h/g) is isomorphic and
isometric to L^(p ̂ ^,[0,cd)). Further M^(h/g) is a vector lattice
by lemmas 5*1*2 and 5*1*3 and S Is in m^(h/g); hence by theorem b.d,
there is a CT-subalgebra tt’ of tt such that under the cannonical mapg
id-̂(h/g) = L^(0(g),TT')• Now ttq is contained in f^(h/g) and hence
c tt' . Further since k in K (h/g) is expressible in natural
projections of g relative to rro> then tt' = ttq anu therefore K^(h/g)
is isomorphic and isometric to L̂ (0(g),rro) under the cannonical map.
Further for k in M (h/g), it follows from lemma 5*l*b that k isP
also in L (g,vr ) and then it follows from lemma L.6.1 that 0(k) is P o
in L («g) ,tt ). The converse is also true. The projections 0(f)
P °
in tt are such that f is a projection of g or f is in rr . But then
from lemma A. 6.1 it follows that the o-norm of an element in L (0(g),tt )p o
is the same as the p-norm in L ( e , t t  ) and therefore 0(k) in LD(0(g),rro)
implies k is in L (g,rr ). Moreover from lemmas 5*1«1 and itP S
follows that M (h/g) is a closed subspace of L (g,rr ) and henceP P S
Mn(h/g) - Wn(h/g) n L (g,nj. Therefore 0(k) in L (0(g),tt ) implies 
P  ̂ P O P
k is in Mp(h/g) and M^(h/g) is isomorphic and isometric to L^(0(g),no)
under the cannonical mao.
Definition 5.2. Let tt be the natural Boolean algebra of g and
h in L*(g,rr ), then define G
H^h/g) = \ k | there exists from [0,oo) to the reals such that ^
is measurable relative to (A) where“/ s
OD h
JT,: ( 7- )dĝ  and ess sup ly^ A ) I < ® } . Denote
the set of Y  's by B (h/g). Also set UklP = ess sup{ I"?, (A)l}.* K CD CD • K
Theorem 5.2. Let t t  be the natural Boolean algebra of g, h beg
in L*(g,n ) and t t  be the closed (T-subalgebra of n generated bvlv& g o v c  g
(Ah), then M (h/g) is isomorphic and isometric to L (0(g),n ) by
0
the cannonical map.
Proof: Same as that of theorem _5.2.
A relation is now shown between the space M^(h/g) and the 
smallest closed vector lattice subspace V(h,g) containing h and g.
It will then be shown that every separable subset is contained in a 
V(h,g) for some h and g.
Theorem 5*3* Let 13 be a Boolean algebra, g in H (B), h in 
L*(g,B), and V(h,g) the smallest closed vector lattice subspace of 
H(B) containing h and g; then V(h,g) = M, (h/g).
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Proof: First V(h,g) is contained in ft̂ (h/g) since M^(h/g) is a
hclosed vector lattice subspace containing h and g. Also if is the
ftprojection in the spectral decomposition of h relative to g, then gA 
is the singular part of g relative to (h - ^g)+ (cf. note preceding
-j.
lemma 1.7.1). But since (h - Ag) is contained in V(h,g), it follows
from lemma L.L.5 that gn is also and therefore  ̂[L^(0(e)»1to)] 3s
contained in V(h,g) or V(h,g) = M^(h/g).
Lemma 5.!l. Let be the natural Boolean algebra of g such that
L (g,  t t  ) is separable: then there exists n c n  such that t t  is 1 ^  g o g o
countable and the smallest CT-subalgebra of t t  containing n  is t t  .S o £
Proof: Since L-.(g,Tf_) is a separable metric space, any subsetO
is separable. Let t t '  be a countable dense subset of t t  and t t  the ^ o
Boolean algebra generated by tt1 . Now tt is also countable and tt is ° ° 1 o o o
dense in t t  in the 1-norm. It suffices now to show that the cannonicalr0
map 0 of L (g, tt ) to L (0(g),t t  ) is an i some try and for this it1 £ 1 ^
suffices to show for k in L, (g,n ) that k relative to tt is equal1 g t t q  o
to k +  relative to t t  . Mow it follows from lemma h.L.l that 
na 3
k > k  Further since k is absolutely continuous relative to g,TT -  TT g O
for e > 0 there exists > 0 such that ^  . in n such thatP*f p*co £>
s(A„,) < S implies k(A ,) < e. But then there exists A  , in t t  _g g £ to
such that k^ (Ap) “ ^(Ap.,) ant̂ then there exists Â .,, in tt̂  such
O
that gLA^, - ( A fr, n A  „)] + g[A„tl - ( A ^  n A  J] < <f and0 0 0  0 0 0
since k(A ,,) + kCZ!S . - (A„, n Ap.,,)] = k(A ,) + -(A^.h a ,, )]5 & o o u 0 0 0
then |k(A„„) - k(A,,)l < e and k*(A ) - k(A ,,) < s oro & p- b b
k+ ( A  ) - k+ ( A  ) < e for e > 0. Therefore k+ -- k+ and 0, 
t t  g  r r  £  t t  ng 0 0 g °
the cannonical map, is an isomorphism-isometry from L (g,n ) onto§
L-,(0(g),TT ). Therefore the closure of tt in Lhg.n ) is n ana l r o o iVb’ g' g
hence the smallest O'-subalgebra of tt containing tt is tt .g 6 o g
Theorem 5.L. Let B be a Boolean algebra and X a closed vector 
lattice subspace of ii(B)J then X is separable iff there exists 
h and g in X such that X = M^(h/g).
Proof! If X = M-̂ (h/s), then X = L̂ ( ̂ 9̂  ̂ [0, oo)) and hence
is separable.
CD ^If X is separable, then if \g ;  ̂is dense in X, g. in X , then
CD
X is contained in L^g.B) where g - £  g /[2 gn(e)]. Bote g(e) - 1.
n-l
Then it follows from theorem L.h- and lemma Lj.that X = L (0(g),no)
under the cannonical man, where n is countable and contained in tt .o g
Let tt = { A  } where A  = S.
O IT 0
Now define gQ - 0; - g where = gC^^);
%  = » [A 2 - ( A ,  r, a 2)] where = ®<A i> + - <A i  n
= S(A L, A  ) where ^3 = s(Aj_ L A O  and continue by 
3 1 2
induction. Further define g^ = g for > 1 and for 0 < ^ < 1,
g - lim g for Lim already defined and if A. is not a limit ooint
of points for which is already defined, then define g^ - ĝ ,
where XC is the first point to the right that is. Then \gj/ is a
CD
spectral decomposition relative to g and set h = ^fcdg^. Then n is
in L(g,TT ) by theorem 1.6 and since g is in X, each g. is in X.1 g *
Therefore M^(h/g) c X and further since the closed subalgebra 
generated by {ĝ } is ttq, X = M^(h/g).
Corollary 5.L.I. Let 3 be a Boolean algebra and X a closed vector 
lattice subspace of H(;3)J then X is separable iff there exists h and 
g in X such that X ~ V(h,g).
Corollary p.L.2. Let a be a Boolean algebra and X a separable 
subset of H(B)j then there exists a non-decreasing function ji on 
[0,1] and a positive isomorphism-isometry from X into ,[0,1]).
-J-
Moreover if X is assumed in L^(g,B) for some g in H (B), the map can
be chosen to preserve the p-norm for 1 < p < ao .
Corollary 5.^.3. Let rr be the natural Boolean algebra of gg
such that L̂ (g,rr̂ ) is separable^ then there exists a non-decreasing 
function |3 on [0,1] such that there exists a positive isomorphism- 
isometry from L^(£,ttt) onto L^(|3,[0,l]) which preserves the p-norm 
for 1 < p < od .
Corollary 5.^.;f. Let rr be the natural Boolean algebra of gG
such that g is continuous and L.(g,rr ) is separable; then tt is1 g o
L-isomorphic to tt^  where tt^  is the natural Boolean algebra of the 
Lebesgue measure on [0,1],
Now it is also nossible to use the M subspaces to studv non-p
separable L spaces. To do this one can make use of techniques due
to Maharam [15] with which she shows (in our language) that the
natural Boolean algebra of a homogeneous L^ space is L-isomorphic to
the natural Boolean algebra of some infinite product of intervals
relative to ordinary Lebesgue measure. (An L^ space is said to be
homogeneous if the linear space dimension of the smallest subspace
dense in L, (h, tt _) is independent of h for h in rr̂ - \ 0 ) .) With J- G ->
these techniques it is possible to show the existence in a homogeneous
L. space, Ln (g,tt ) where g(ZJk ) = 1, of a set {hA} where thei .  L g  g  0*G A
h^'s are strongly pairwise independent (i.e. for oL and ^  in A, 
oL f ft, h^in M^(h«/g) and k^ in M*(ĥ ,/g)
(l^ok.) ( A  ) = k̂ ( )) and the smallest closed vector
* S 6 S I 6
lattice subspace containing all the hK's is L,(g,n ). Then with each1 S
+ “' A.k in L (g,rr ) can be associated its "co-ordinates" kA = in
P S
Hp(h^/g) where is the cannonical map obtained from M^Ch^/g). 
Moreover excluding aero terms this representation is unique and the 
"co-ordinates" can be reassembled to obtain k. Further the cardinal 
of A is independent of which basis or set of h 's is chosen and any
set of hK’s, which are strongly pairwise independent and
o
such that the cardinal of A is less than the cardinal of a basiso
for L-ĵ(g, )  can be extended to a complete basis.
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